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Table 1. Measured Permanent Bow of Outer Elements
from Intact Irradiated CANFLEX Bundle AJK

Element

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Maxuetun Bow (mm)

-0.58
+0.23
+0.16
-0.48
+0.15
+0.21
-0.34
-O.19WI.06
+0.23
-0.20
+0.41
+0.58
+0.46
-0.13/+0.15
+0.56
-0.48
+0.60
+0.68
-0.25
+0.28
+0.53

Anal Locatioa of
MaxnonmBow
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP

MP
MP
MP
MP
MP

MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP

Observations

Uniform bow curve
Uniform bow curve
Uniform bow curve
Uniform bow curve
Uniform bow curve
Uniform bow curve
Uniform bow curve
"S:» Shaped
Uniform bow curve
Uniform bow curve
Uniform bow curve
Uniform bow carve
Uniform bow curve
"S" Shaped
Uniform bow curve
UnUvfju bow cuive
Uniform bow curve
Uniform bow curve
Uniform bow curve
Uniform bow carve
Uniform bow curve

NOTE: A negative (-) value indicates bow towards the centre of the bundle and a positive (+) value indicates bow
away from the centre of the bundle.
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Assessment of the Effects of

Inter-Element Gap Tolerance

on CHF for A CANFLEX Bundle



A> A E C L EACL
Memo Note

FUEL AND FUEL CYCLE DIVISION 1997 February 12

Fuel Channel Thermalhydraulics Branch . FCT-97-016

TO D. Groeneveld

FROM E.K. Zariffeh

ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTS OF INTER-ELEMENT GAP TOLERANCE
ON CHF FOR A CANFLEX BUNDLE

Attached are the results of the numerical assessment of the effects of the manufacturing tolerance
allowed for the inter-element spacers on the critical heat-flux (CHF) and onset of dryout-power
(ODP) for a CANFLEX bundle. The assessment was performed by comparing the predicted
CHF and PDO for different simulations of CANDU bundles with varying assumptions of the
location of the reduced inter-element spacer.

The simulations were performed using the ASSERT-PV thermalhydraulic computer code at the
modification version specified in Appendix C of the attachment. The folluwing conclusion is
derived from this assessment:

The reduction of the width of a single inter-rod gap from its nominal size to the
minimum manufacture allowance of 1 mm has a negligible effects on the
thermalhydraulic performance of the bundle for the given set of boundary
conditions applied to the CANFLEX 43-rod bundles in an uncrept fuel channel.

We recommend however that further assessment of the effects of the gap-width reduction be
performed for crept-PT geometries and other safety-analysis scenario outside of tolerance (e.g.,
low-flow, CHF, etc.).

EKZ

Attachment

copy:
L.N. Carlucci
W. Inch
I.C. Kiteley
N. Hammouda
G.M. Waddington
Y. Liner
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Appendix A: Assessment of the CHF and ODP effects of the inter-element gap size in a
CANFLEX bundle

1. Introduction

The numerical study described in this document has been undertaken to assess the
thermalhydraulic effects of allowing the clearance between a pair of pre-selected adjacent sheath
surfaces in a CANFLEX bundle to be at the minimum manufacturing tolerance.

The nominal inter-element gap between the outer ring of elements in a CANFLEX 43-rod bundle
is 1.568 mm based on their outer diameter (OD) of 11.5 mm and pitch circle-diameter of
87.68 mm [1]. The OD of the end caps is 11.66 mm. The nominal gap at the end caps is
therefore 1.408 mm. If a manufacturing tolerance of 0.408 mm is allowed, the minimum gap can
become 1.000 mm. If the end caps are not concentric to the elements, the spacing between
adjacent sheath can reduce to the latter value (1.000 mm).

The changes in the geometry of the bundle could lead to a reduction in the critical heat-flux
(CHF) in the vicinity of the reduced gap. If the sheath heat-flux in this region exceeds CHF, the
surface of the sheath is covered by a layer of vapour and is not exposed to liquid coolant. This
dryout would induce a severe reduction in the rate of heat transfer to the coolant. The
temperature of the sheath would increase sharply in order to dissipate the same heat flux. This
overheating could jeopardise the integrity of the sheath. Hence the importance of the current
study.

A cross sectional projection of two adjacent CANFLEX bundles is given in Figure 1 where the
lateral gaps on the opposing sides of the lowest rods in each bundle have been reduced from the
nominal dimension to 1 mm. The superposition of the two bundles in the figure illustrates the
relative magnitude of the variations in the bundle geometry and the effects on the subchannels'.
A more extensive description is provided in Section 2.1.

The study was performed using the thermalhydraulic computer code ASSERT-PV [2, 3] \-2r8d at
the modification level described in Appendix C.

A subchannel is defined as the coolant flow volumes between fuel rods, bounded by (he rods and
imaginary lines linking the rod centers. Subchannels are divided axially into control volumes which
communicate axially with the same subchannel, and laieraily across fictitious boundaries with control
volumes of adjacent subchannels. The subchannels are indicated Figures 1 and 2 by a colour alteration.
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2. Thermalhydraulic Parameters Studied

2.1 Geometrical Parameters

The reduction in the selected inter-element gap width has the following geometric effects":

1. a reduction in the flow areas for the subchannels connected by the affected gap,

2. an increase in the heated and wetted perimeters of these subchannels, and

3. a corresponding reduction of the hydraulic diameter.

The reduction in the gap can be physically accomplished by the displacement of one or both of
the adjacent rods. As each of these scenarigs..haye a different influence on the parameters listed
above, both are examined separately.

The geometric changes described above are shown schematically in Figures 1 and 2. These
figures show the axial projection of two aligned bundles where the rods of upstream bundle are
shown in red while any visible part of the rods of the downstream bundle appear in yellow. The_
sujjcjhajmejsarejden^^ also.us.ed .to .show the variation in the
subchannel areas due to the displacement of the rods.

Figure 1 shows the axial projection of two aligned bundles where the upstream one has Rod 33
displaced towards Rod 34 (clockwise displacement) such that the gap between them is reduced to
1 mm. The downstream" bundle has two rods (Rods 32 and 33)"displaced toward each other in
such a way as to leave a 1 mm gap between them. All the other rods in both bundles are located
at their nominal positions.

A closer view of the affected area is shown in Figure 2 where for the projection of the end-plates
have been removed for clarity. This figure represents the scenario where all the rods in the
upstream bundle are at their nominal position while Rods 32 and 33 in the downstream bundle
are displaced as in Figure 1.

The axial extent of the gap-size reduction has also been examined. The following is a list of the
possible extent of the reduction within a channel (string of 12 bundles) and a discussion of their
probability:

1. If the inter-rod gap reduction occurs, it is most likely to be limited to a single end-plate or
spacer plane of a single bundle, while the remainder of_ the bundle and the other bundles in
the cfiannel are at nominal condition. This situation would also have the smallest
tfiefmalfiydraufic impact. ThiFsTTuation was not simulated in the current assessment as it was
deemed unnecessary given the negligible impact predicted for a the situation where the
reduction is assumed to occur over an entire bundle (see next case).

It should be noted that the reverse of these effects would occur in the subchannels connected to the
opposite, side of the offset rods.
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2. A less probable scenario is that^vhere the gap reduction occurs over an entire bundle. This
scenario was simulated in the assessment by applying the reduction to the critical bundle1.

3. A substantially smaller probability is expected for the occurrence of the gap reduction over
two adjacent bundles. This case was nevertheless examined in this assessment to account for
the effects of accumulating enthalpy in the constricted subchannel over the bundle preceding
the critical one, therefore increasing the likelihood of dryout in the critical bundle.

4. A highly improbable case is that where the same gap is at the reduced size throughout the
entire channel. This improbable case was nevertheless simulated in order to bound the
predictions.

2.2 Thermalhydraulic Effects

2.2.1 CHF effects

The changes in the local geometries described in Section 2.1 will in turn induce the following
thermalhydraulic effects:

1. The reduction in_the hydraulic diameter induces an increase in the factional resistance to the
flow of the coolant. This increase in the resistance is compensated by a reduction in the
coolant velocity (mass flux) and hence a reduction in the cooling capacity of the coolant.

2. The reduction in the gap size reduces i) the axial-flow velocity along the gap and ii) the inter-
subchannel or transverse flow rate through the gap. The first of this effects would reduce the
local heat-transfer coefficients. The latter would reduce the mass and enthalpy exchange or
advection between the subchannels.

3. The increase in the heated perimeter, i.e., the portion of the sheath surface facing the affected
subchannels, increases the fraction of heat to be removed by the coolant in the affected
subchannels.

All of these effects could lead to a reduction in the critical heat-flux at which the surface of the
sheath is covered by a layer of vapour and is not exposed to liquid coolant. This dryout would
induce a severe reduction in the rate of heat transfer to the coolant. The temperature of the
sheath would increase sharply in order to dissipate the same heat flux. This overheating could
jeopardise the integrity of the sheath.

The study is therefore performed by assessing the effects of the changes in the bundle geometry
on the following critical thermalhydraulic parameters:

1 The location and magnitude of the minimum critical heat-flux ratio (MCHFR), which is
the local ratio of CHF to the actual heat flux at the surface of the sheath. Ratios less than
unity (1) indicate that the local heat flux exceeds the critical value.

The critical bundle is defined as that where the minimum critical-heat flux ratio occurs.
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2 The onset-of-dryout power (ODP) which is the limiting channel power above which
dryout may occur in the channel. ODP is characterised by the condition:

([-€)< MCHFR<\ (2.1)

Where sis a numerical tolerance set to 2x10" in this study.

2.2.2 Gap CHF Correction

As the effects_of_the reductio_n uuhe gaP width onthe CHF at the adjacent sheath jurfacesjs not
included yet in ASSERT as an explicit correction factor, this correction factor is computed
externallx_u£iag_lhe_GrQejQeyeld.e.t al, [4] correction factor Fmgheairil forthe minimum-gap between
heated surfaces:

F mg,heated = (2.2)

where <5(i/, is the gap width and df is the rod diameter.

This correction factor was applied after the simulations, to the CHF ratios (CHFR) predicted by
ASSERT for the surfaces adjacenUo_.tbj£ridu_ced.gap. The resulting reduced CHFR was used as
a dryout criteria if it was smaller than the MCHFR predicted to occur elsewhere in the bundle.

3. Objectives

The objective for this study is to assess the effects on CHF & ODP of reducing the width of the
inter-element gap at the critical location in a CANFLEX bundle in a nominal pressure-tube
conditions.

4. Procedure

The following procedure was used to perform this study:

I. Develop a base case describing a typical CANDU assembly channel with twelve CANFLEX
bundles with nominal inlet flow and boundary conditions (a copy of the input data file for
this base case is attached as Appendix B),

II. Simulate both cases and determine the ODP and the location of the MCHFR.

III. Develop input files for the reduced-gap simulations where the gap between the critical rod"
and one of its neighbours on the same ring is reduced to 1.000 mm.

[Th"c cTittca! rod is defined as that where the minimum criticairheat flux ratio occurs.
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IV. Simulate these cases at the same operating power as the ODP for the base case and
determine the location and magnitude of the MCHFR and the magnitude of the CHFR at the
surfaces adjacent to the reduced gap.

V. Simulate the reduced-gap cases and determine the ODP the location and magnitude of the
MCHFR and the magnitude of the CHFR at the surfaces adjacent to the reduced gap.

VI. Compare the ODP's and the corrected CHFR's predicted for the reduced-gap size to the base
case and quantify the thermalhydraulic impact of the reduction in the gap size.

5. Geometry and Channel Discretisation

The study was performed using a twelve-CANFLEX-bundle channel geometry. The channel
total length was set at 594.4 cm. The channel was discretized uniformly in the axial direction (60
uniformly spaced zones). A subchannel discretisation was used in the cross-sectional plane as
shown on Figures 1 and 2.

These figures were generated by a geometry pre-processor currently under-development
(BUNGEO vlrOd). They show axial projections of the bundles. The location of the different
components of the bundles are indicated including, on Figure 1, the projected areas of the end-
plate.

The numbering scheme for the rods and the subchannels is shown on these figures. The
annotations on the figures show, besides other data not relevant to the current analysis, the
identification of any rod displaced from its nominal position as well as the direction1' and
magnitude of the displacement.

Figure 1 shows a view of the superimposed projection of two entire bundles where Rod ?3 is
displaced in a clockwise direction in the upstream, foreground bundle (shown in red), and
Rods 32 and 33 are displaced toward each other in the downstream, background bundle (shown
in yellow).

Figure 2 shows a magnified view of the same set of bundles except that Rod 33 in upstream
bundle is left at its nominal position and the projection of the end-plates have been removed to
emphasise the geometric effects of displacing the rods of the downstream bundle. The changes
in the subchannel areas are shown in a different colour.

The following operating conditions and assumptions were used in the simulations [3]:

Axial Power Profile: Exit-skewed cosine as shown on Figure 3 [5].

Radial Power Profile Profile corresponding to a CANFLEX, Natural Uranium, No Dyspicsium
(RFD): bundle as listed in Table 1 [6j.

The direction of the displacement is defined as the clockwise angle between the direction of displacement
and the line joining the center of the rod to that of the bundle. The vertical upward line is used as refeiencc
for the central rod.
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Coolant

Turbulent friction
factor .

Laminar friction
factor

Two-phase friction
multiplier

Lateral relative
velocity coefficients

Pressure-loss
coefficients

9 /29 FCT-97-016
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Heavy water

/ , „ ,= 0.243 Re -0.216

Jlam —
Re

Homogeneous model

kx = 1.5

m = 2

The following loss factors are used uniformly' for each subchannel at the
locations corresponding to the bundle mid-planes and junctions,
respectively:

Thermal mixing
coefficient

Void diffusion
coefficient:

Exit pressure

Inlet temperature

Channel flow-rate

Rogers-

0.04

lOMPa

270'C

19kg/s

6. Results & Discussion

The results of the base case simulations for the nominal pressure-tube predict an onset-of-dryout
powers of 8.99 MW. The MCHFR is predicted to occur in the Bundle 9, Rod 33, Subchannel 35,
i.e., at the upper surface of the lowest rod in the outer ring of the bundle (see Figure 1). It was
therefore decided to assess separately the effects of the gap reduction at the gaps between
Rods 32 and 33, by displacing both of these rods, and the gap between Rods 33 and 34, by
displacing Rod 33 alone.

Given (he comparative nature of this assessment, the use of same uniform loss-factors for al! the
simulations is a reasonable assumption. Correlations for more refined, subchannel-based loss-faaors arc
currently under tleveiopmcnt and could be used in any future assessment.
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The geometric effects of displacing simultaneously Rods 32 and 33 on the adjacent subchannels
are shown on Figure 2 and listed in Table 2 which contains the flow areas, the wetted and heated
perimeters, and the widths of the affected gaps. Gap 1 refers to the gaps between rods on
different rings, and Gap 2 refers to those between rods on the same ring.

The results of the simulations for the reduced gap cases are listed in Tables 2 through 6 where the
cases are identified using the following nomenclature: The first letter in the case identifier (ID)
refers to the PT condition: Nominal1'; The second character refers to either the Base case, or the
number of bundles affected (1, 2, or whole channel), the last character refers to the number of
displaced rods (1 or 2).

Table 3 summarises the results of the constant channel power cases and lists the predicted
channel power and pressure-drop, location and magnitude of the MCHFR and the relative
changes in the MCHFR due to the reduction in the gap width as predicted by ASSERT, i.e.,
before accounting for the gap CHF correction factor. Table 4 summarises the onset-of-dryout
power cases, listing the same predicted quantities as in Table 3, except in the last column where
the relative changes in ODP are listed.

Tables 5 and 6 show the minimum critical-heat-flux ratios predicted at the surfaces adjacent to
the reduced gaps, the computed minimum-gap correction factors and the corrected MCHFR's for
each of the constant power and onset-of dryout power cases, respectively.

From these tables we can conclude that the reduction of the gap width from its nominal size to
the minimum allowance of 1 mm has a negligible effect on the thermalhydraulic performance of
the bundle. The highest of the effects (1% reduction in MCHFR and 0.5% reduction in ODP)
predicted for Case Nc2 are relatively small and should be considered as bounding values as. they
correspond to a highly unlikely situation where the same gap is reduced over a string of 12
bundles.

A number of preliminary runs where performed using crept pressure-tube conditions. The results
of these £rehjiiin£iry_runs suggest that the sensitivity jo the variation of the width of a single gap"
are smaller for crept geometries than for nominal geometries. We recommend however that
Further assessment of the effectsof the gap:~wI3tK reduction be~peFformed for crept-PT
geometries and other safety-analysis scenarios.

7. Conclusions

The following conclusion is derived from this study:

The reduction of the width of a single inter-rod gap from its nominal size to the
minimum manufacture allowance of 1 mm has a negligible effects on the
thermalhydraulic performance of the bundle at the assumed conditions.

This designation is introduced to distinguish from future assessments of the effects of the reduction in the
gap width in conjuncture with a crept pressure-tube.
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We recommend however that further assessment of the effects of the gap-width reduction be
performed for a range of boundary conditions (i.e., flow rate, pressure, inlet temperature, etc.),
RFD's, crept-PT geometries and other safety-analysis scenarios.

Nomenclature

df Rod diameter. m

fhm Laminar friction factor. 1

fiur Turbulent friction factor. 1

F hmuil Correction factor for the minimum-gap between heated surfaces. 1

k, Leading coefficient for the lateral relative velocity. 1

kiv Form-loss coefficient due to the bearing pads. 1

kte Form-loss coefficient due at the bundle-end regions (junction plus 1
bearing pads).

k. Form-loss coefficient due the bundle junctions. 1

kmi Form-loss coefficient at the bundle mid-plane. 1

ks Form-loss coefficient due to the mid-plane spacers. 1

m Ohkawa-Lahey multiplier [3]. 1

MCHFR minimum critical heat-flux ratio 1

S,ut gap width m

s numerical tolerance 1
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Table 1. Radial flux distribution normalised by the average cross-sectional heat flux [6].

FCT-97-016
2/12/97

Ring

Rod Power
Fraction

Centre
(1 rod)
0.8926

Inner
(7 rods)
0.9472

Intermediate
(14 rods)
0.8981

Outer
(21 rods)
1.0906

Table 2. Dimensions of the subchannels and gaps affected by the reduction of the gap between
Rods 32 and 33.

Subchannel # Area / mm" Wetted
Perimeter / mm

Heated
Perimeter / mm

Gap 1 / mm Gap 2 / mm

1 Nominal conditions |
33
34
35
36
58
59
60

74.990
30.960
42.910
30.960
50.590
49.730
49.730

36.130
18.060
18.060
18.060
35.080
35.060
35.060

36.130
18.060
18.060
18.060
19.780
19.780
19.780

1.875
3.958
3.958
1.875
1.479
1.450
1.479

1.568
1 568

1 568

: - r • > ; ? . ' -

Displaced conditions
33 76.247 36.128 36.130 1.788 1.840
34 27.355 18.064 18.060 3.797 1.000
35 42.620 18.064 18.060 4.047

36 32.502 18.064 18.060 1.875 1.840

58 53.344 35.403 19.780 1.519
59 45.331 34.404 19.780 1.491
60 52.476 35.386 19.780 1.479

Ratio (Displaced/nominal)
33
34
35
36
58
59
60

1.017
0.884
0.993
1.050
1.054
0.912
1.055

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.009
0.981
1.009

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.954
0.959
1.022
1.000
1.027
1.028
1.000

1.173
0 638
. --
1 173

•
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Table 3. Predicted effects of the gap reduction

Case
ID

NB
N12
N22
Ncl
Nc2

PT
condition

Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal

Number
of

Bundles
Affected

0
1
2
12
12

Number
of rods

Affected

0
2
2
1
2

Channel
Power/

MW

8.993
8.993
8.993
8.993
8.993

on the minimum critical-heat-flux ratio.

Channel
Pressure
Drop/

kPa

551.769
551.740
551.702
551.748
551.735

Location of
MCHFR
{Bundle;

Rod;
Subch}

{9;33;35}
{9;33;35}
{9;33;35}
{9;33;35}
{9;33;35}

MCHF
R

1
0.9999
0.9998
0.9991
0.9891

Change
in

MCHF
R

0.00%
-0.01%
-0.02%
-0.09%
-1.09%

Case
ID

NB
N12
N22
Ncl
Nc2

Table A

PT
condition

Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal

k Predicted

Number
of

Bundles
Affected

0
1
2 ;
12
12

effects of the gap reduction on the onset-of-dryout power.

Number
of rods

Affected

0
2
2
1
2

Channel
Power/

MW

8.993
8.993
8.993
8.99Q'
8.947

Channel
Pressure
Drop/

kPa

551.769
551.740
551.702
551.570
548.893

Location of
MCHFR
{Bundle;

Rod;
Subch}

{9;33;35}
{9;33;35}
{9;33;35}
{9; 33;35}
{9; 33;35}

MCHFR

i
0.9999
0.9998
0.9999

1

Change
inODP

0.00%
-0.01%
0.00%
-0.03%
-0.51%
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Table 5. Predicted MCHFR's
corresponding ratios
power cases

for the surfaces adjacent to the displaced rods and the
corrected for the minimum gap effect [4] for the constant channel

Surface
(Rod/Subchannel)

32/34 33/59 33/34 33/36 33/60 34/36

Case ID
NB
N12
N22
Ncl
Nc2

1
1.0267
1.0271
1.0270
1.0526
1.0292

NB
N12
N22
Ncl
Nc2

1.2121
1.2123
1.2123
1.2757
1.1593

Predicted CHFR
1.0267
1.0271

^ 1.0270
1.0526
1.0292

1.0267
1.0272
1.0270
1.0295
1.0275

1.2121
1.2123
1.2123
1.1606
1.2392

1.0227
1.0272
1.0270
1.0295
1.0275

Minimum-Gap Correction
Factor

1.000
0.983
0.983
1.000
0.983

1.000
0.983
0.983
1.000
0.983

1.000
0.983
0.983
1.000
0.983

.. 1.000
1.000
1.000

!\ 0.983
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.983
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.983
1.000

1 Corrected CHFR |
NB
N12
N22
Ncl
Nc2

1 1.027
1.009
1.009
1.053
1.011

1.212
1.191
1.191
1.276
1.139

1.027
1.009
1.009
1.053
1.011

1.027
1.027
1.027
1.012
1.028

1.212
1.212
1.212
1.140
1.239

1.027
1.027
1.027
1.012
1.028
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Table 6. Predicted MCHFR's for the surfaces adjacent to the displaced rods and the
corresponding ratios corrected for the minimum gap effect [2] for the onset-of dryout
power cases.

Surface
(Rod/Subchannel)

32/34 33/59 33/34 33/36 33/60 34/36

Case ID | Predicted CHFR '" |
NB
N12
N22
Ncl
Nc2

1.0271
1.0271
1.0270
1.0535
1.0390

NB
N12
N22
Ncl
Nc2

1.2123
1.2123
1.2123
1.2765
1.1726

1.0271
1.0271
1.0270
1.0535
1.0390

1.0271
1.0272
1.0270
1.0300
1.0421

1.2124
1.2123
1.2123
1.1614
1.2515

1.0271
1.0272
1.0270
1.0300
1.0421

Minimum-Gap Correction
Factor

1.000
0.983
0.983
1.000
0.983

1 r\r\r\
i.UWU

0.983
0.983
1.000
0.983

1.000
0.983
0.983
1.000
0.983

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.983
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.983
1.000

1 AOA

1.000
1.000
0.983
1.000

| Corrected CHFR |
NB
N12
N22
Ncl
Nc2

1.027
1.009
1.009
1.054
1.021

1.212
1.191
1.191
1.277
1.152

1.027
1.009
1.009
1.054
1.021

1.027
1.027
1.027
1.012
1.042

1.212
1.212
1.212
1.141
1.252

1.027
1.027
1.027
1.012
1.042
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Appendix B: Sample of the Input File

FILE NAME:
DATE:
NAME:

pv_xg_a_ptnom
1996 December 11
E.K. Z a r i f f e h

/ DESCRIPTION:
/ Base case for the assessment of the effects of the gap size on ODP
/ in a CANFLEX bundle. (nominal PT)

/ 43-ELEMENT, 6-METRE, SEGMENTED 12-BUNDLE FUEL CHANNEL.
/ HEAVY-WATER HLWP PROPERTIES, FREON-22 COOLANT.
/ ECCENTRIC GEOMETRY, exit-skeweu cosine AXIAL HEAT FLUX PROFILE.
/ END-PLATES, BEARING PADS AND INTER-ELEMENT SPACERS INCLUDED.
/ HEADER-TO-HEADER CCP ANALYSIS NOT INCLUDED.

REFERENCES: ARD-TD-53S
data-moxref4 3-combined B. ALLIN AUG 24, 1994

/===

9999

4311SISI1

/
/__
/
/-

I-
/
/-

CANFLEX - Assessment of gap s i z e e f f e c t s - nominal PT

CARD GROUP 1: HEAVY WATER-STEAM PROPERTY TABLE (HLWP H2O TABLE-SI]

1 60 0 0 1 1 2

GROUP 2:

0

FRICTION FACTOR AND TWO-PHASE FI

0 C 1 0 1 1

.OW OPTIONS (UVUT) .

1
.243-.216
64.0 -1.0
0.0
1.50 2.00

Grojp 3: Axial Heat Flux Distribution

.0

.0820

. 1452

.2083

.2715

.3347

.4179

.4988

.58201

.64521

.70831

.77151

.83471

.9179

.9988

86
Segmented
.0 .0012 .
.302.0821 .
.403.1653 .
.551.2285 .
.732.2917 .
.933.35481.
.0 .4180±.
.0 .501,; .
.583.5821
.620.66531
.579.72851.
.452.79?71
.236.834C1
.0 .9180
.0 1.0

Exit
0 .
0 .
448.
608.
798.
002.
202.
0 .
0 .
616.
547.
39C.
144.
812.
0

1654 .
2487 .
3) 19 .
375 1.

-Skewed Cosine
0013 .150.0215
0846 .0 .0847

0 .1679
669.2488
865.3320
070.39521

43811.265.45831
50131.433.52151
5846 .0 .58471
6654 .0 .6679
74871.505.7488
311 <U. 318. 83201
875 1.042.8952
9381 .683.9583

(from G.M.
.188.0417
.302.1048
.0 .1680
.0 .2512
.933.3321
.137.41531
.325.47851
.479.54171
.583.60481
.0 .66301
.0 .7512
.236.832]
.932.9153
.547.9785

.364

.497

. 669

.0

.0

Waddington)
.226.0619 .264
.330.125
.448.1881
.0 .2513
.0 .3346
.202.4154
.381.49871.433
.520.56191.555
.603.625 1.616
.616.68811.602
.9 .75131.505
.0 .8346 .0
.812.9154 .0
.402.9987 .251

GROUP 4: SU3CHANNEL GEOMETRY DATA
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/ FILE: canflex.ggi

/ DESCRIPTION
/ Nominal dimensions of a
/ Reference Drawing E-4613-10

CANFLEX
rev. 3

E.K. Zariffeh 1996-12-11

bundle in a

/ The nominal dimensions change during
/ due to:
/ Al

i) thermal expansion, ii)
1 dimensions are in centimetres.

* TITLE CANFLEX Full Bundle
* UNITS SI
* *
* GEOMETRY
* +

operation
fuel strain.

crept pressure-tube

iii) pressure tube creep.

Calandria tube diameter (not necessary for subchannel calculations).
* CALTUBE
* *
• PRST
* *

11.38
Pressure tube diameter (centered
U3E
Bundle

* BUNDLE
* *
* +

* RING
* RING
* RING
* RING
* *

10.338
diameter
10.208

0.0 0.0
in

{including bearing

Fuel rod locations and sizes.
Ring Diameter

0.0
3.468
6.150
8.768

Offset
0.0

25.7143
12.8571
6. 4286

Full-bundle symmetry.
* SYMMETRY 1.0
* ENDGEOMETRY

ft Rods
1
7

14
21

rod and subchannel numbering is
* SUBCHANNELS
* ENDS:JBCHANNELS

*
*
*
*
*
*

4
1 .
2.
3.
4 .
5.
6.
7.
8 .
9.

10.
11 .
12.
13.
14 .
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL
TOTAL

FLOW AREA
WETTED PERIMETER
HEATED PERIMETER
HYDRAULIC DIAMETER
HEATED PERIMETER

COMPUTED NUMBER
OVERALL AVERAGE

70
45972.
45972.
45972.
45972.
45972.
45972.
45972.
23351.
S3333.
2B351.
£3333.
7:8351.
83333.
28351.
S3333.
28351.
63333.
2S3S3 .
S3333.
28351.
83333.
30961.
42911.
30961.

70
1212.121
1212.121
1212.121
1212.121
1212.121
1212.121
1212.121
9061.906
9183.918
9061.906
9183.918
9061.906
9ie3.918
9061.906
9183.918
9061.906
9183.918
9061 906
9183.918
9061.906
9183.918
8061.806
8061.806
8061.806

36.
= 192.
= 160.

0.

OF RODS (SUM OF
ROD RADIAL POWER

2.3840.
3.3840.
4.3840.
5.3840.
6.3840.
7.3840.

21.15471
9.18721
10.18721
11.18721
12.18721
13.18721
14.18721
15.18721
16.18721
17.18721
18.18721
19. 18721
20.18721
21.18721
49.21851
23.3958.
24.3958.
25.18751

8545167
8545218
8545270
8545321
854512.
854564.
.329 0.
.133143
.133139
.133194
.133190
.133246
.133242
.133297
.133293
.133249
.133345
.13340.
.13336.
.13391.
.334' 0.
705C143
705087.
.104145

calandria

pads).

tube) .

Rod Diameter RFD 1ARD-TD-535)
1.35
1.35
1.1S
1.15

0.8926 * Centre rod
0.9472 * Inner N rods
0.8981 * Intermediate 2N rods
1.0906 * Outer 3N rods

done by GENGEOM.

13361 [CM2]
85609 (CHI
37830 [CM]
74944 [CM]

FRACTIONS) =
FACTOR

.1

.6

.0

.4
86
29
00
.3
.5
.8
.9
.2
.4
.6
.8
.1
.2
49
65
92
00
.9
48
.1

7.3840.
11.15471
13.15471
15.15471
17.15471
19.15471

21.18721
25.21851
27.2185.
29.21851
31.2185.
33.21851
35.2185.
37.21851
39.2J85.
41.21851
43.2185.
45.21851
47.2185.

49.18751

51.15681

160.37830497 [CM)
43.00000000
0.99997674

8545295.7 9.1S471.32951.43
.329102.9
.329154.3
.329205.7
.329257.1
.329308.6

.133268.1 23.2185.885125.71

.33451.43
885177.14
.334102.9
8851128.6
.334154.3
8851180.0
.334205.7
885123].4
.334257.1
8851282.9
.334308.6
8851334.3

.104266.3 50.15681.07019.38

.06531.77
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25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53
54
55.
56.
57
56
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

74993
30961
42911
30961
74993
30961
42911
30961
74993
30961
42911
30961
74993
30961
42911
30961
74993
30961
42911
30961
74993
30961
42911
30961
74993
69203
67873
65813
63193
60263
57293
54543
52243
30593
49733
49733
50593
52243
54543
57293
60263
63193
65813
67873
69203
69653

/ GROUP 7
/
/
//

7
.001
.250
.500
.750
.S99

2
3
3
3
3
3

.6133

.8061

.8061

.8061

.6133

.8061

.8061

.8061

.6133

.8061

.8061

.8061

.6133

.8061

.0061

.8061

.6133

.8061

.8061

.8061

.6133

.8061

.8061

.8061

.6133

.5441

.5411

.5371

.5321

.5261

.5211

.5151

.5111

.5081

.5061

.5061

.5081

.5111

.5151

.523 1

.5261

.5321

.5371

.5411

.5441

.5441

.613

.806

.806

.806

.613

.806

.806

.806

.613

. 806

.806

.806

.613

.806

.806

.806

.613

.806

.806

.806

.613

.806

.806

.806

.613

.978

.978

.978

.978

. 978

. 978

.978

.978

.976

.978

.978

.978

. 978

.978

.978

. 978

.978

.978

. 978

.978

.978

: SPACER

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
70.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
S9.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

18751
3958.
3958.
18751
18751
3958.
3958.
18751
18751
3958.
3958.
18751
18751
3958.
3958.
18751
18751
3958.
3958.
18751
18751
3958.
3958.
18751
15681
26851
25751
24221
22411
20471
18591
16921
15621
14791
145C1
14791
15621
16921
18591
20471
22411
24221
25751
26851
27431

.104137
7050195
7050138
.104196
.104189
7050246
7050190
.104248
.104240
7050298
7050241
.104299
.104292
7050349
7050293
.104350
.104343
705041.
7050344
.10442.
.10434.
705092.
705036.
104 S3
.301 0.
.472115
.471133
.468150
.466167
.463184
.460201
.457218
.455235
.'154253
.45427C
.454287
.455304
.457321
.460336
.463355
.46612.
.46829.
.47146.
.47264.
.47381.

PRESSURE LOSS COE
ESTIMATED UNIFOPJ*
DETAILS

0
.042
.292
.542
.792

25
2
2
2
2

.7

.4

.9

.5

.2

.8

. 3

.0

.6

.2

.8

.4

.0

.7

.2

.8

.5
09
. 6
26
89
52
05

es
00
.9

_ 3

^ 7
.£
c

c

-~
J

. 1

. 1

. 7.
~

c .

88

52.
53.

54.
55.
56.

57.
58
59

60.
61
62

63
64
65

66
67
68

69

70

15681
15681

15681
15681
15681

15681
15681
1568.

1568.
15681
15681

15681
15681
15681

15681
15681
15681

15681

27431

TFICIENTS
K-FACTCP.S FOR

.28651.

.04670.

.03582.

.252102

.011122

.002134

.224154
9908173

9908186
.224205
.002225

.011237

.2S2257

.035277

.046289

.286308

.065328

.070340

.473278

22
64

95
.6
.1

.4

.1

.9

. 1

.9

.6

.9

.4

.0

.4

.8

.2

.6

.6

4 3-r.OD BUNDLE
OF FUEL BUNDLE APPENDAGES NOT

3
.084
. 334
.584
.834

* JUNCTION: END-PLATE +
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

3
3
3

:i25
.375
.625
.875

2 PLANES OF

2
2
2
2

. 167

.417

. 668

.918

BEARING

3
3
3
3

AVAILABLE - J.C. KITELEY

.209

.459

.709

.959

2
2
2
2
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
21
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
IS
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
S3
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

* KID-PLANE
1
2
3
4
5

7
8
9

30

0.20
0.20
0.20
3.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20

: SPACERS AND BEARING PADS
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
S7
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
G.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
Cl.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

JUNCTION: END-PLATE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

30
30
30
.30
.JO
.30
.30
.30

+ 4 PLANES OF BEARINC PADS

3 0 .30
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10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
S2
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.3G
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.3C
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.3C
0.30
0.3C
0.3G
0.30
0.3C
0.3C
0.3C
0.30
0.3C
0^30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30

/ GROUP 8:

8 43
11.3500.
21.3500.
31.3500.
41.3500.
M.35OO.

ROD

43
893
947
947
34 7
947

GEOMETRY

0 0
1.1429
1.1786
1.1786
2.1T86
3.1786

DATA

5 0
2. 1429
7.1766
2.1786
3.1786
4.1786

0
3.1429 4.1429 5.1429
8.1579 9.2425 21.2425
9.2425 10.1579 11.2425
11.2425 12.1579 13.2425
13.242S 14.1579 15.2425

6.1429 ' . i * 2 9
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61.
71.
81.
91.

101.
111.
121.
131.
141.
151.
161.
171.
181.
191.
201.
211.
221.
231.
241 .
2S1.
261.
271.
281.
9 Q 1

301.
311.
321.
331.
341 .
351 .
361 .
371.
381 .
391.
401 .
411 .
421 .
431.

3500.947
3500.947
3500.947
1500.898
1500.898
1500.898
1500.898
1500.898
1500.898
1500.898
1500.898
1500.898
1500.898
1500.898
1500.898
1500.898
1500.898
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
l̂ ni 091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091
1501.091

4.1786
5.1786
6.1786
8.1710
8.1710
9.2575
10.1710
11.2575
12.1710
13.2575
14.1710
15.2575
16.1710
17.2575
18.1710
19.2575
20.1710
22.1987
22.1532
24.1987
25.2537
26.1532
28.1987
29.2537
30.1532
32.1987
33.2537
34.1532
36.1987
37.2537

38.1532
40.1987
41.2537
42.1532
44.1987
45.2537
46.1532
48.1987

/ Group 9: Calculation
/
/
/ Q

Q

10
1 .

/ 12
* 1. 0
f _

0
0 0

20 100
E1S 1
60 90.0

50.0 48.
1.0 1.

/ GROUP 10:
/ _/

10
0.0
0.0
0.04
0.0

1 0

/ GROUP 11:
/ (D.

11

0 C
0 0
1
0.

1.0.3333
5 6
0 1.0 1.

5
6
7

21
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

' 17
18
19
20
21
49
23
25
26
27
29
30
31
33
34
35
37
38

39
41
42
43
45
46
47
49

.1786

.1786

.1786

.2575

.2575

. 1710

.2575

.1710

.2575

.1710

.2575

.1710

.2575

.1710

.2575

.1710

.2575

.2537

.1460

.2537

.1987

.1460

.2537

.1987

.14 60

.2537

.1987

.1460

.2537

.1987

. 1460

.2537

.1987

.1460

.2537

.1987

.14 60

.2537

1b
17
19
22
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41
43
45
47
50
24
51
52
28
54
55
32
57
58
36
60
61

40
63
64
44
66
67
48
69

Control Data

0
0

l.E-5
0

.6666

0 1.

0 2
0
1.

1.0

0 1.0

MIXING PARAMETERS.

0 0

OPERATING
Groeneveld, e-mail

1 0 0 0

0 0

0
E-5

1.

0

CONDITIONS AND
, 96-12-03]

0 C
10 0000 270.00 5.2582460.9456

/ GROUP 12:

12

1

32 33

3 1

34

OUTPUT PRINTOUT

3 0 1

0.987

0

OPTIONS.

0 0

.2425

.2425

.2425

.1481

.1770

.2463

.1770

.2463

.1770

.2463

.1770

.2463

. 1770

.2463

.1770

.2463

.1770

.2738

.1532

.2738

.2738

.1532

.2738

.2738

.1532

.2738

.2738

.1532

.2738

.2738

.1532

.2738

.2738

.1532

.2738

.2738

. 1532

.2738

0 0
0

i

0 1.0

FORCIMG

16.1579
18.1579
20.1579
23.1770
24.1481
26.1481
28.1481
30.1481
32.1481
34.1481
36.1481
38.1481
40.1481
42.1481
44 .1481
46.1481
48.1481
70.2738
50.2738
52.2738
53.2738
53.2738
55.2738
56.2738
56.2738
58.2738
59.2738
59.2738
61.2738
62.2738

62.2738
64.2738
65.2738
£5.2738
£7.2738
68.2738
£8.2736
70.2738

0
0

E-5 1.

1.0 1.0

FUNCTION

(SUBSEQUENT CHF

0 6

17.242;
19.2425
21.2425
4 5.2462
::.24€2
2-M77C
29.2462
2 2.177C
32.2462
3 5 . 177C

37.2462
3 9.177:

41.2462

4 3.177C

45.2462
4 7.177C

49.24t2

51.27 36

54.2736

57.2736

6C.2736

c:,^ij:

66 . 2"z:

Z z. ' 7 ~ ~

Z-l l.E-5

i.:

DAT.-..

PF.i:.'TO'JT
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I
o
o

/ Finito
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Appendix C: Version of ASSERT Used in the Study

FCT-97-0I6
2/12/97

The ASSERT-PV operating version used in the current study is v2r8d, mod Level 164, to which
the following UPEML modification files was applied.

File Name
fix-ns.mod

modpv msc.mod

Listing
•IDENT 09251508
*D CGRP4.00040

REAL ZDUMI19)
*D CGRP4.00088

READ (LU,22500,END = 1450) N,I,(ZDUM(K),K = 1,19)
*D CGRP4.00117

DO 1550 h = 1,4
*D CGRP4.00250
22500 FORMAT (BZ,11,14,3E5.2,4 (F5.0, 3E5 . 2))
•D REMCOM.00022

CHARACTER IMAGE*132
•D REMCOM.00030

DO 200 I = 2,132
*D REMCOM.00050,REMCOM.00051

> T6, 'CARD1,T125, 'CARD',/,
> T5, 'NUMBER',T46, 'CARD IMAGE",T124, 'NUMBER',/,

'U RhMCOM.UUuS3,REMCOM.00057
> TR8,'60',TR8,'70',TR8,'80',TR8,'90',TR8,'100'
> TR7,'11O',/,
> T5,7(".'),'V ',10('V ' ) - 'V ')

20000 FORMAT(A132)
30000 FORMAT(TS,A,T12,A132,T125,A)
4 0000 FORMAT(T5,I5.5,T12,A132,T125,I5.5)
•D SETUP.00506

> DEG(I,L),L=1,4),I=1,NCHANL)
*D SETUP.01088

>1(IN.)',//(IS,I7,F10.4,F10.4,F10.4,F12.5,3X,4l1(',I3,',',FS.3,1,1,
•D SETUP.01095

>'1CM] •,//(I5,I7,F10.4,F10.4,F10.4,F12.5,:-:-:,4('(',I3,',l,F5.3,',',
•COMPILE cgrp4,remcom,setup

•IDENT 12121058
•D MODPV136.00004

> MA=3S, MT=1, MS=25, MSC=7)
•D CGRPS.00032

REAL ZDUMU6)
*D CGRPB.00105

READ (12,25000,END = 3500) N, I, (ZDUM(LI!,Z I = 1,16)
*D CGRP8.00118

DO 3550 L = 1,MSC
*D CGRP8.0O211
25000 FORMAT (BZ,12,13,2E5.2,7(F5.0, E5.2))
*D CHF6.00247

DO 700 L = 1,MSC
*D SETUP.01134

>(I5,I7,F11.4,3X, n o . 4, 8X, 7 (F8. 4, '(', 13, ')'!))
»D SETUP.01139

>(I5,I7,F11.4,3X,F1O.4,8X,7(F8.4, ' (',13, ') ') !)
•COMPILE assert,axialn,backsb,cgrpl,cgrplO, cgrpll. cgrpl2,cgrpl3,cgrpl4
•COMPILE Cgrpl5,cgrpl5a,cgrpl6,cgrpl7,cgrp2,cgrp3,cgtp4,cgrp4a, cgrp5
•COMPILE cgrp6,cgrp7(cgrp8,cgrp8a,cgrp9,chf ,chf1, chf10,chf2
•COMPILE chf3,chf4,chf5,chf6,clear, decorab, differ, energy,:area
•COMPILE force,fric,gapmom,gapset,hcool, header, heatl,heat2,heat3
•COMPILE heat4, htcor, init, intare, liqht,maseqn,mi.xalf ,moraax, raomlat
•COMPILE momx,nodes,pfsolv.prntch,prop,propel, rebal,rebai2,re?et
•COMPILE result,savflo,setbc,setfbc, sethbc, setic, setpbc,setptb,setptl
•COMPiLE setup,setwbc,split,subchn,temp, temp2,urel,vapht, void
•COMPILE vrel, vrell, vrel2, vre!4, vrel4x, wall. zero.a
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File Name Listing
axial-variation-

tablcs.mod
*IDENT 09251508
*D CGRP4.00040

REAL ZDUM(19)
*D CGRP4.000e8

READ (LU,22500,EUD = 1450) N,I, (ZDUM(K) ,K = 1,19)
*D CGRP4.00117

DO 1550 L = 1,4
*D CGRP4.002S0
22500 FORMAT (BZ,11,14,3E5.2,4(F5.0,3ES.2))
•D REMCOM.00022

CHARACTER IMAGE*132
*D REMCOM.00030

DO 200 1=2,132
*D REMCOM.00050,REMCOM.O00S1

> T6, 'CARD',T125, "CARD1 ,/,
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Bowing is attributed to the action of bending moments generated both within the sheath and between the fuel and
sheath, by a temperature distribution which is not symmetric with respect to the axis of an element. This temperature
asymmetry is caused by (i) non-uniform coolant temperature due to imperfect coolant mixing, (ii) variable heat trans-
fer coefficient between fuel and coolant, and (iii) asymmetric heat generation due to neutron flux gradients across an
element. Explicit analytical formulae for the bending moments are derived, from which the relative importance of
different parameters can be assessed. For the fuel and experimental conditions under discussion it is shown that neu-
tron flux gradients and the interaction between fuel and sheath arc the dominant factors in element bowing. Experi-
mental evidence supports this analytical conclusion and suggests that progressive bowing is dependent upon such
factors as initial fuel-sheath diametral clearance and sheath creep strength. In addition to describing experiments in
which the effects of different parameters were investigated, a brief description is also given of the general experience
and problems associated with bowing in the 'driver' fuel of the WR-1 reactor.

] . Introduction

Fuel element bowing is defined as the lateral deflection
of an element during irradiation, and the magnitude of
the bow is the maximum deflection between points of
restraint. This deflection is generally small in the sense
that for the deformation occurs within the elastic limit
of the cladding material. For example, in a 500 mm
long element of radius 7.5 mm, the bending strain due
to a bow of 1.3 mm is 0.03%. The fact that some resi-
dual bow is usually observed during post-irradiation
examination implies that elastic recovery is incomplete
and some degree of stress relaxation within the elastic
range has occurred during irradiation.

The elements under consideration are constituents
of fuel bundles similar in size and shape to those used

* Paper Dl/6 presented at the Second International Conference
on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology, Berlin,
Germany, 10-14 September, 1973.

in CANDU (Canada deuterium uranium) power reactors
[1]. Fig. 1 shows a typical CANDU fuel bundle. Al-
though in this report we are primarily concerned with
understanding the main factors which cause bowing,
we will briefly mention two observed consequences of
bowing in the driver fuel of the organic-cooled-research
reactor, WR-1 [2]. The first concerns the phenomenon
known as 'sticking' in which the force required to lift
an assembly of fuel bundles out of a channel increases
more or less progressively with irradiation. To avoid
excessive lift forces during removal operations, some
fuel has had to be discharged when it has reached an
average burnup of ~120 MWh/kgU, i.e. about half its
reactivity lifetime. 'Sticking' of a fuel assembly is now
known to be a consequence not only of bowing but
also of irradiation-induced swelling of weakly restrained
UO2, and of detailed fuel element design. That is to
say, all three ingredients conspire to produce sticking.
By modifying the wire wrap design to inter-element
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l-ig. 1. 28-element CANDU fuel bundle.(T)= Zircaloy structural end plate;@Zirca]oy end cap;(T)Zircaloy bearing pads;(T)uranium
dioxide pellets;(T)Zircaloy fuel sheath; and(6)Zircaloy spacers.

spacers this problem has been alleviated and the opera-
tional life of the fuel extended to about 240 MWh/kgU.
The second consequence, which has occurred several
times in WR-1, is the failure of the cladding in ele-
ments which have bowed and closely approached or
contacted the wall of the coolant channel, thereby
causing local overheating due to restricted coolant
flow [3]. This type of failure can be avoided by proper
location of bearing pads in the fuel design.

In developing our model of bowing we do not dis-
cuss the time-dependent behaviour of the element for
two reasons: (1) the stress relaxation properties of
the cladding in a neutron flux over a wide range of
temperatures are not well known, nor are the changes
in fuel/sheath interaction due to irradiation and power
cycling; and (2) although a time-dependent analysis
would provide information on the rate of development
of residual bow it would not add significantly to our
understanding the main factors which cause bowing.

2. Theory of bowing

2.1. Hypothesis and preliminary remarks

The basic hypothesis of our analysis is that bowing of

pelletized fuel elements of the type under considera-
tion, is primarily a thermally induced phenomenon.
One side of the element becomes hotter than the other
and the element deflects (bows) in the direction of the
hotter side to accommodate the differential axial strain.
An equivalent statement, but one which is more useful
for analytical purposes, is that temperature variations
around the fuel and sheath set up bending moments,
and the problem is to calculate these temperature varia-
tions and hence the bending moments. These peripheral
temperature gradients are caused by:

(i) non-uniform coolant temperatures due to im-
perfect mixing,

(ii) non-uniform heat transfer between sheath and
coolant due to variations in subchannel geometry and
local flow conditions, and

(iii) asymmetric heat production due to neutron
flux gradients across an element, henceforth called the
flux gradient effect.
The flux gradient effect produces a bending moment
which bows the element towards the wall of the cool-
ant tube. Bending moments resulting from factors (i)
and (ii) will cause the element to deflect in a direction
depending on the location of the maximum tempera-
ture or the minimum heat transfer coefficient with
respect to the element. Bowing is therefore not necess-
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arily confined to one plane, and a variety of bowed
shapes is possible depending on the relative magnitudes
and directions of the bending moments resulting from
factors (i)—(iii). Which of these factors predominates
will depend on the specific circumstance. For example,
if there is a sudden and large deterioration in coolant
heat transfer due to dry-out on one side of an element,
it is likely that the bending moment from (ii) will
predominate and cause the element to bow in the
direction of minimum heat transfer. On the other
hand, both analysis and experiment confirm that under
steady operating conditions the differential axial strain
between fuel pellets and sheath due to the flux gradient
effect is the dominant factor in element bowing (see
sections 3 and 4).

2.2. Model and assumptions

A diagram of the model and coordinate system used
in the analysis is shown in fig. 2. The angle 6 is mea-

CENTRE Of FLUX SVHME1AV
(OR CENTRE Of BUNDLE)

sured in the clockwise direction from the vector CO.'
From the geometry of the bundle we make the plausible
assumption that the temperature distributions within
the fuel and sheath are symmetrical about the vector CO.
We also assume that the neutron flux distribution
through the bundle can be approximately described
by a modified Bessel function /0(K/?)>* where K is the
inverse diffusion length for thermal neutrons in the
homogenized fuel channel (fuel, coolant and sheath).
There are some well-known reactor physics arguments,
which will not be elaborated on here, for using this
type of distribution. In addition, the function has use-
ful coordinate transformation properties which permit
solutions of the problem by analytical rather than
numerical methods, i.e.

0)x Im(>cr) cos md.

The heat conduction equation in the fuel with asym-
metric heat generation is

r 3r r2 39 : (2)

where h0 is the power per unit volume at the centre of
flux symmetry.

In the sheath heat generation is negligible, so that
the heat conduction equation is therefore

i ar 1 a2r_
r dr + r2 dd2 ~ '

(3)

With the assumptions mentioned above it follows
that the most general solutions to the heat conduction
equations in the fuel and sheath are given by

where

A = •

^" cos m6, (4)

(5)

Fig. 2. Coordinate system used in the analysis.

cos md.

* A more accurate function is of the form /O(K/?)/O(W but the
subsequent analysis is intractable [4].
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Note that in eq. (4) terms in In r and r m are inadmiss-
ible because the temperature must remain finite as
r -*• 0. The coefficients in these equations are deter-
mined by the boundary conditions and are found by
equating terms in cos md. The boundary conditions for
each of the cases studied are:
Case (i), non-uniform coolant temperatures due to im-
perfect mixing.

(a) Coolant temperature variation at r = b:

7C = 7C(1 +j3cos0).

(b) Continuity of heat flux at r - a:

~Xdr ~~Xsdr

where

J_
H

is the total thermal impedance between fuel surface
and coolant. The approximation, f/As is valid for thin-
walled sheaths.

(c) Continuity of heat flux at r = b:

Case (ii), non-uniform heat transfer between sheath
and coolant.

(a) Constant coolant temperature at r = b:

Tc - a constant.

(b) Continuity of heat flux at r = a:

—
dr dr

-H(T- Tc).

(c) Continuity of heat flux at r = b:

Case (iii), asymmetric heat generation:
(a) Constant coolant temperature at r = b and con-

ditions (b) and (c) are the same as case (i).

2.3. Analysis _ .

2.3.1. Bending of an empty tube
If we neglect initially the mechanical interaction be-
tween the sheath and fuel pellets and treat the sheath
as an empty tube, the bending moment due to tem-
perature variation within the sheath is found by substi-
tuting eq. (5) into the formula for the bending, moment
in small deflection beam theory [5], viz.

b In

= asEs j J 7s(r, d)r2 cos d dr d0, (6)
a 0

which gives

Assuming hinged end conditions, the deflection 8 of
the sheath at the mid-span due to this bending momeni
is given by

&ESIS 8b (7)

where/ s ~ nb3t/S is the moment of inertia of a thin-
walled tube of thickness t = b — a. It should be noted
that the hinged end condition has been found experi-
mentally to be a good approximation for elements in
the type of fuel bundles under investigation [6]. The
problem is thus reduced to finding the bracketed term
in eq. (7), and this may be shown to be approximately
equal to half the difference between the maximum and
minimum surface sheath temperatures, i.e.

Btb + Cjb « ATJ2, (8)

where Bl and Cx may be determined by applying the
boundary conditions of section 2.2. If we call A7"s(i)
the difference in maximum and minimum sheath tem-
perature due to effect (i), etc., then

(9)

where

0 = {rc(max) - :rc(min)}/{rc(max) + rc(min)}

and Tc is the average coolant temperature around the
element. Similarly,
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Fig. 3. Flux gradient factor D versus KRJ and

2ywb 1 +
ahfs

X + f l - ^ j W i
(10)

where

7 = {/2S - /isc(min)}/{/jsc(max) + /jsc(min)},

/i s c is the average heat transfer coefficient around the
element, w is the average heat flux, and finally

where q is the power per unit length of the element
and

D =

is a factor determined by the flux depression through
the fuel bundle and is shown graphically in fig. 3 as a
function of KR[ and Ka.

The magnitude of the bow for each of the factors
(i)—(iii) is found by multiplying the appropriate ATS

by asl
2/16b.

2.3.2. Interaction between pellet stack and sheath-
The fuel column within the sheath is a stack of ceramic
pellets each of which cracks into many smaller pieces
during irradiation; the column is therefore incapable
of sustaining an applied bending moment. If, however,
the fuel grips the sheath it can induce a bending mo-
ment in the sheath because the thermal expansion of
the fuel at. the interface is greater than that of the
sheath. At the point (a, d) the difference in longitudinal
thermal strain between the fuel and sheath is given by

As(a, 8) = a7Xa, 9) - asT^(a, 8) (12)
and

(13)

where \v(6) is the heat flux at the interface. The condi-
tion of compatibility expressed in eq. (12) ignores the
component of strain due to the elastic stress in the
sheath based on the assumption that the strength of
the sheath is insufficient to resist the thermal expan-
sion of the fuel. If there is no slip between the fuel
and sheath, the sheath will be strained in the axial
direction by an amount equal to the differential ther-
mal strain; if there is some slip the mechanical strain
will be less than the differential thermal strain. We
express the relationship between the differential ther-
mal strain and the induced mechanical strain by

Ae(a, 0) = GAs{a, 6), (14)

where G is a factor between 0 and 1. In the ensuing
analysis we shall set G = 1 (an upper limit for the inter-
action effect) and postpone discussion of G until section
3.

From eqs (12), (13) and (14) we find

Ae(a, (15)

and by substituting eqs (4) and (5) into eq. (15) and
using the fact that

dr

gives

a — <*<=
1 +•

2 1 + (mX/Ha)
(16)
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The derivation of eq. (16) assumes constant coolant
temperature and constant heat transfer around the
periphery of the sheath. In the fuel, temperature varia-
tions are due primarily to asymmetric heat generation
and the error in neglecting the effects of non-uniform
coolant temperature and heat transfer will be small.

The induced bending moment in the sheath is given
by

= Esa
2t2 ' I Ae(a,d)cos6 d6.

o
(17)

Terms in the integrand of eq. (17) which are independ-
ent of d vanish when integrated between the limits, as
do all terms in cos md except for m = 1. Hence

M

ESIS'

qD a - as

H hu

(18)

where we have used / s «* ira3t/8 for thin-walled tubing.
Consequently the deflection is given by

6 =
qDl1

a —
+ (Vafl)}

By expressing eq. (19) in the form

2qDb I a/as -^ as/
2

l6fc H hu

(19)

(19a)

the term in square brackets may arbitrarily be regarded
as being equivalent to a temperature difference across
the sheath which would produce a deflection equal to
that caused by pellet/sheath interaction. Thus

It should be noted that in eq. (20) the G factor has
been reintroduced to emphasize that the bowing caused
by pellet/sheath interaction depends on the ability of
the fuel to grip the sheath.

3. Discussion of results of theory

To illustrate the relative importance of the various
parameters affecting fuel element bowing, the quanti-
ties Ar s in eqs ( 9 ) - ( l 1) and (20) are calculated for
fuels in two kinds of heavy water moderated reactors.

The first is the 200 MW(e) pqwer reactor at Douglas
Point, Ontario, which belongs to the family of natural
uranium reactors cooled by pressurized heavy water.
The second is WR-1, an enriched, organic-cooled re-
search reactor located at Pinawa, Manitoba. In both
reactors the moderator is kept cool and the fuel bundles
are contained in zirconium alloy pressure tubes. The
fuel for the Douglas Point reactor is UO2 sheathed in
Zircaloy, and for WR-1 the driver fuel is UO2 sheathed
in Zr—2.5 wt% Nb. In each case the calculations refer
to an element in the outer ring of a bundle. It should
also be noted that the pressure tube's internal diameter
and the dimensions of a bundle are similar for the two
reactors.

3.1. Douglas Point fuel (natural uranium)

The numerical values of the pertinent parameters are
given in table 1. The flux gradient effect in the element
(neglecting pellet/sheath interaction) is given by eq.
(11),

2qD\ 1 t

Tia I / J s

where for UO2 fuel we have neglected X/aH in compari-
son with unity. Hence A7s(iii) « 5°K. That is, the differ-
ence between maximum and minimum sheath surface
temperature due to the flux gradient effect is of the

Table 1.
Numerical values of parameters used for calculations in
sections 3.1 and 3.2.

a
t
1
na
KRJ

D
w
q
<*s
a

*s
\

"sc
f&

Douglas Point

7.2 mm
0.4 mm
500 mm
0.26
1.20
0.03.2
1.04 M\V7m2

50.0 kW/m
6.5 Mm/m K
ll.Ofim/mK
0.013 kW/mK
0.003 kW/m K
50.0 kW/m2 K
10.0 kW/m2 K
280° C

WR-1

7.2 mm
0.68 mm
500 mm

• 0.40
1.90
0.07
0.94 MW/m2

46.5 kW/m
6.5 nm/m K
11.0 Mm/m K
0.013 kW/mK
0.003 kW/mK
13.0kW/m2K
10.0 kW/m2 K
350°C
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order of 5°K. This will produce a deflection of the
order of ~0.07 mm at the mid-span position.

We now inquire as to the variation in coolant heat
transfer coefficient which can produce a deflection of
this magnitude, i.e. the condition which makes
Ars(ii) « Ars(iii). Equating eqs (10) and (11) and
substituting the appropriate numerical values gives
7 ~ 0.12. Expressed alternatively,

/isc(max) 1 + 7 _ ^

1 — 7

Similarly we find from eq. (9) that a coolant tempera-
ture variation of 5°K between diametrically opposite
sides of the element will give a deflection equal to that
produced by the flux gradient effect. Variations of 5°K
in coolant temperature, and about 20—30% in heat
transfer coefficient around an element, are of the
correct order in pressurized water at ~280°C flowing
through a multi-element bundle at Reynolds number
of ~ 10 s . Thus it is reasonable to deduce that effects
(i)—(iii) cause the element to bow by approximately
equal amounts, though not necessarily in the same
direction. If there were no fuel/sheath interaction the
bow would be small for this reactor, of the order of
0.1 mm or less. It is known, however, that the fuel
grips the sheath due to a combination of the fuel's
thermal expansion, small diametral clearance (0.08 mm)
and collapse of the sheath down onto the fuel under
high coolant pressure (10 MPa). Calculations with the
fuel modelling code ELESIM [7] indicate that for a
free-standing sheath having a diametral clearance of
0.08 mm, G is about 0.5. Clearly, the collapsibility of
the sheath implies a value of G greater than 0.5. For a
range of G of 0.5-1.0, it follows from eqs (20) and
(19a) that Ars(iv) and 5 lie in the range 15-29°K and
0.2—0.4 mm, respectively. Mechanical interaction be-
tween the pellet stack and the sheath has, in this in-
stance, 3—6 times greater an effect on element bowing
than either of the other three factors. Since pellet/
sheath interaction predominates, there will be a tendency
for the elements in the bundle to bow out towards the
wall of the pressure tube. The bows as calculated are
elastic deflections; post-irradiation measurements should
be less than these unless the thermal and mechanical
stresses in the sheath have fully relaxed and there is no
further elastic recovery.

3.2. WR-1 fuel (2.4 wt% 2isUin total uranium) - '

The numerical values of the pertinent parameters are
given in table 1. Carrying out the calculations as before
we find ATs(iii) « 30°K and the corresponding deflec-
tion 8 «« 0.4 mm. This is a factor of six greater than the
previous example, which is attributed to a doubling of
the flux gradient factor D (due to fuel enrichment) and
to a reduction in the coolant heat transfer coefficient,
namely 13.0 as against 50.0 kW/m2°K for pressurized
water. The pellet/sheath interaction term gives
Ars(iv) ~ 74°Kcorresponding to a deflection of
0.96 mm. Thus the combined effect of (iii) and (iv) is
to produce a bow of 1.36 mm corresponding to an
effective Ar s ~ 104°K. For a bow of this magnitude to
be produced by a coolant effect alone, a temperature
differential of ~104°K would have to exist in the cool-
ant across the diameter of an element. This is much
greater than the coolant temperature differentials
measured in WR-1 fuel bundles. Similarly, by means of
eq. (10) it is possible to show that the minimum and
maximum heat transfer coefficients would have to
differ by a factor of at least four in order that a bow
of this magnitude could be produced by effect (ii).
Thus, given strong pellet/sheath interaction, effects
(iii) and (iv) will determine the bowing pattern of the
bundle.

From the previous numerical examples and from an
inspection of the formulae for bowing given by eqs
(9)—(11) and (20) we can deduce the important
parameters controlling the bow of pelletized fuel
elements. '

(a) If G is greater than about 0.5 the mechanical
interaction between pellet stack and sheath will domi-
nate the magnitude and the direction of the bow. The
deflection will be in the direction of maximum
neutron flux and this direction will generally be
towards the wall of the pressure tube. Any factor
in the design or operation of the element which in-
creases the mechanical interaction between fuel and
sheath will tend to increase the amount of bowing
and vice versa.

(b) Bowing increases with increasing element
power q and with increasing 'blackness' to thermal
neutrons (increasing K) within the channel. If there
is appreciable variation in neutron flux along the
length of the element, the bowed shape will be
skewed towards the high-flux end of the element.
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^\
(c) Fuel elements bow more when cooled by poor

heat transfer media. Other factors being equal, one
would expect bowing to increase in the order of the
following coolants: boiling water, pressurized water,
organic, steam, gas. Boiling water channels in a power
reactor may have heat transfer coefficients as high
as 100 kW/m2°K, but if the liquid cooling film
becomes unstable and the whole element dries out,
then the heat transfer coefficient can drop to ~2.0
kW/m2°K and the bow will increase by a factor of
about three in the direction of the pressure tube. If
dry-out occurs along one side of the element the bow
will increase by about the same factor, but will be in
the direction of the dried out surface.

former (LVDT) which measured the deflection of an
element from its central axis. Deflections in several
orientations can be obtained, but all the results shown
here are for bending in the 0-7T plane, i.e. the direction
which coincides with the vector CO. Since all measure-
ments were made during out-of-core examinations, .
they reflect only the amount of permanent or plastic
deflection which occurred during irradiation. This
limitation does not obscure the effects on bowing of
the several variables studied, as will become evident
during the discussion.

4.1. Effect of diametral clearance on fuel- sheath
mechanical interaction

' #

4. Experimental results

Some experimental results are presented to support
the theoretical conclusions arrived at in sections 2
and 3. The nature of the problem makes it difficult
to model the phenomenon exactly and does not per-
mit a quantitative comparison to be made between
theory and experiment. We have therefore restricted
ourselves to comparing trends predicted by the theory
with those observed in several experimental irradia-
tions done in the WR-1 reactor.

Continuous traces of bowing, as a function of length
were obtained using a linear variable differential trans-
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We have seen that, under normal operating conditions,
theory suggests that the dominant factor governing
bowing is the amount of mechanical interaction
between the fuel pellets and sheath. To demonstrate
the effect of fuel/sheath interaction on bowing, we
irradiated a number of U02 and UC elements having
a range of diametral clearance. In assessing the results
of the irradiations, which are shown in figs 4—7, the
following two factors are relevant: (a) the cladding in
these tests is stable against elastic buckling under the
low pressure of organic coolant (1.5 MPa), conse-
quently any interaction between fuel and sheath must
be the result of differential thermal expansion and,
for longer exposures, swelling of the fuel due to
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Fig. 4. Bowing of fuel elements with different diametral clearances. Element linear power = 37.7 KW/m; irradiation time = 1535
and burnup = 39.2 MWh/KgU.
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Fig. 5. Same elements as in fig. 4 after 2944 hr. Element linear power = 37.7 kW/m; irradiation time = 2944.5 hr; and burnup = 79 6
MWh/kgU.
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elements as in fig. 6 after 3198 hr. Element linear power = 56.5 kW/m; irradiation time = 3197.8 hr; burnup = 114.5

irradiation effects and slow creep-down of the sheath
onto the fuel; and (b) the thermal conductivity of UC
is a factor of six greater than that of U 0 2 , so for
otherwise similar conditions the UC will expand less
thanUO2 .

The results of the irradiations clearly demonstrate
the effect of diametral clearance on the development
of bow, and are consistent with factors (a) and (b) of
section 3.2. In fig. 5 it should be noted that the
elements with low clearance have bowed into contact
with the channel wall at the location of the mid-span
bearing pad. This location has now become a point of
restraint, and the element continues to bow outward
between this point and the end of the element (upper-
most dashed curve). A second examination of the UC
fuel at a higher burnup, fig. 7, suggests that increased
mechanical interaction is occurring in the elements
with high diametral clearance, since they too are be-
ginning to bow in the direction of maximum neutron
flux, i.e. toward the coolant channel wall.

4.2. Effect of neutron flux gradients

A stainless steel sheathed element from an experi-
ment intended to test the performance of UC fuel

at high rating and to long burnups was rotated about
its longitudinal axis through an angle of 180° after
being irradiated for 2408 hr to a b.urnup of 100
MWh/kgU. The first period of irradiation resulted in
a bow directed towards the coolant tube wall, i.e. in
the direction of maximum neutron flux, as shown in
fig. 2. The element was then rotated about its longi-
tudinal axis through an angle of 180° so that the bow
was directed towards the centre of the coolant channel
and away from the wall. If non-uniform heat transfer
between sheath and coolant or non-uniform coolant
temperature are to control thermal bowing then the
element should now bow further toward the centre
of the coolant channel. As seen in fig. 8, the measured
deflections show that the elements bowed in the
direction of the channel wall during succeeding periods
of the irradiation. This is a vivid demonstration that
asymmetric heat generation in the fuel due to a neutron
flux gradient across the element is controlling both the
magnitude and direction of bow. It should also be
noted that the elements in this experiment were sup-
ported in a demountable holder and were free to expand
or contract axially, thereby demonstrating that buck-
ling due to compressive axial loads need not be invoked
to explain the bowing of CANDU-type fuel elements.
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An indication of the temperature distribution due
to asymmetric heat generation in U02 can be obtained
by observing the grain growth patterns on cross-
sections of irradiated fuel, as shown in fig. 9. The
displacement of the peak fuel temperature, defined

200
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I I I I I
0 I .2 3 4 .5 6 .7 8 .9 1.0

LATERAL DEFLECTION, ™

BUflOLE CJ'iTRE CHANNEL WALL

Fig. 8. Results of experiment to demonstrate the effect of
neutron flux gradient across an element.(T)= bow after
2408 hr;(T)= element rotated 180°;@bow after 5768 hr:
and(7)bow after 7307 hr. Element linear power = 85.0
kW/m; and burnup = 326 MWh/kgU.

Fig. 9. Displacement of grain growth pattern in UO2 in the
direction of maximum neutron flux (see section 4.2).
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Fig. 10. Illustrating the effect of cladding creep strength on residual bow. Element linear power = 85 kW/m; sheath temperature
= 450-485°C; and irradiation time = (1) 2408 hr, (2) 5768 hr, (3) 7307 hr.
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by the position of the axial void which formed during
irradiation, is ~1 mm. This is ~15% of the radius of
the element, and lies in the direction of maximum
neutron flux as defined by the arrow.

4.3. Effect of sheath creep strength

The effect of sheath creep strength on bow has been
studied by using several UC fuelled elements sheathed
in either Zr-2.5 wt% Nb or 304 stainless steel tubing.
The increase in permanent bow with irradiation time
for two of these elements is shown in fig. 10. The
element sheathed in stainless steel clearly exhibits less
bow than the one sheathed in the zirconium alloy.
The explanation for this is thought to be the differ-
ence in creep strength (stress relaxation) of the two
materials. The effect on bow of a larger coefficient
of thermal expansion for stainless steel compared with
the zirconium alloy is small and can be neglected in
considering the differences shown in fig. 10. Sheath
temperatures during this irradiation were in the range
of 450-485°C, and for the same stress it is estimated
that the stainless steel sheathing would have a creep
rate 3 or 4 orders of magnitude lower than Zr- 2.5
wt% Nb.

4.4. Effect of pellet length

A few remarks can be made about the effect of pellet
length on element bowing. A reduction of pellet
length/diameter ratio tends to reduce the amount of
bowing in the initial stages of irradiation and this
effect has been observed in UO2 fuels cooled either
with organic coolant or with pressurized water. This
reduction, though measurable, was relatively small
compared with the effect of increasing fuel/sheath
clearance. The conclusion arrived at by Carter [8] is
that the fuel design giving lowest axial strain will cause
the least bowing. Decreases in axial strain with reduc-
tion in pellet length have been reported previously
[9] and they lend some support to this conclusion.

5. Conclusions

(1) It has been shown that asymmetric temperature
distributions within the fuel and sheath can induce

sufficiently large bending moments to explain bowing .'«
in CANDU-type fuel elements without having to \-
invoke other mechanisms such as compressive axial
loads. In simple terms, one side of the element be-
comes hotter than the other and the element deflects
in the direction of the hotter side to accommodate the
differential axial strain.

(2) Under normal design and operating conditions,
elements tend to bow towards the pressure tube. The
two factors which largely determine the magnitude
and direction of the bow are: (a) the ability of the
pellets to grip the sheath and strain it longitudinally,
and (b) the neutron flux (power) gradient across the
element.

(3) Large initial diametral clearances and low power
rating, for example, reduce the pellet/sheath inter-
action, whereas increasing the fuel enrichment increases
the flux gradient across the element. In natural uranium
fuels where the gradients are small, and in those cases
where the design or power production is such as to
result in little or no pellet/sheath interaction, the bow-
ing pattern may not be clearly defined. Under these
conditions the direction in which an individual element
bows will depend on where the maximum coolant
temperature or minimum heat transfer coefficient
occur with respect to the element.

(4) The amount of residual bow - which is what
one measures in post-irradiation examination - is
determined by the stress relaxation properties of the
sheathing material, other factors being constant. The
more the material relaxes, the greater will be the
residual bow.

(5) Fuel elements bow more when cooled by poor
heat transfer media.

(6) In a fuel design which uses free-standing sheath-
ing, as in WR-1, it is possible to exploit the benefits
of a large initial diametral clearance without fear of
sheath wrinkling. Under these conditions the fuel
must undergo irradiation-induced swelling before
strong pellet/sheath interaction is established. This
delays the onset of appreciable bowing, and permits
one to take the fuel to a greater burnup before bow-
ing becomes a limiting factor.
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Notation "

a, b
t
r,6

R
K

a

= magnitude of bow
= unrestrained length of fuel element
= inner and outer sheath radii, respectively
= b - a, sheath wall thickness
= cylindrical coordinates of point / 'with

respect to axis of element (see fig. 2)
= distance of element axis from bundle axis
= distance of point P from bundle axis
= inverse diffusion length for thermal

neutrons in homogenized bundle (fuel,
sheath and coolant)

= coefficient of thermal expansion
= thermal conductivity

^sc.^fs =heat transfer coefficients, sheath/coolant
and fuel/sheath, respectively

1/7/ = l/ftfS + \/hsc + f/Xs, thermal impedance
between fuel surface and coolant (valid
for thin-walled sheath)

= power per unit fuel length
= surface heat flux
= neutron flux gradient factor, defined in

text
= temperature at point P
= difference between maximum and minimum'

sheath surface temperatures
= average coolant temperature
= Young's modulus of fuel and sheath,

respectively
= moment of inertia for sheath

Q
w

D

)3,7 = quantities defined in text relating to
variation of coolant temperatures and
heat transfer, respectively

Subscripts
s, c = refer to sheath or coolant, respectively.;

otherwise symbol refers to fuel.
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Arrays of lubes are used in many engineered structures, such as in nuclear fuel bundles and in steam generators. The lubes
can bend (bow) due to in-service temperatures and loads. Assessments of bowing of nuclear fuel elements can help
demonstrate the integrity of fuel and of surrounding components, as a function of operating conditions such as channel power.

The BOW code calculates the bending of composite beams such as fuel elements, due to gradients of temperature and due
to hydraulic forces. The deflections and rotations are calculated in both lateral directions, for given conditions of
temperatures. Wet and dry operation of the sheath can be simulated.

BOW accounts for the following physical phenomena: circumferential and axial variations in the temperatures of the sheath
and of the pellet; cracking of pellets; grip and slip between the pellets and the sheath; hydraulic drag; restraints from
endplates, from neighbouring elements, and from the pressure-tube; gravity; concentric or eccentric welds between endcaps
and endplate; neutron flux gradients; and variations of material properties with temperature.

The code is based on fundamental principles of mechanics. The governing equations are solved numerically using the finite
element method. Several comparisons with closed-form equations show that the solutions of BOW are accurate. BOW's
predictions for initial in-reactor bow are also consistent with two post-irradiation measurements.

1. Introduction

Arrays of tubes and beams sometimes operate at
high temperatures and loads, causing deflections, bend-
ing, creep, and stress-relaxation. The operating condi-
tions, and deflections, may change with time.

Fig. 1 shows some complex arrays of tubes/beams
used in the power industry, e.g. in steam generators and
in nuclear fuel. Nuclear reactors impose unique loading
conditions on core structures:
- New isotopes (and even materials) are produced by

the fission reaction, and some isotopes decay. This
changes the distribution of temperature.

- Varying temperatures change the material properties
significantly.

- High temperatures can change the phase (a —» /}) of
the material, resulting in a change of volume.

- Some structural materials embrittle due to irradiation
(neutrons), and due to absorption/diffusion of hy-
drogen/deuterium leading to hydrides/deutrides.

- Some corrosion is caused by the coolant and by
fission products like iodine/cesium.

- Small clearances among some neighbouring surfaces
mean that potential contacts/slips need to be addre-
ssed.
Deformations and structural integrity of the critical

components are usually determined by combining ex-

^ PELLETS fUO;'

\

(I^RCALOY) T * * C * L FUEL BUNDLE STCAM GENERATOR

Fig. 1. Some arrays of tubes in the power industry.

0029-5493/89/S03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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periments with design calculations. Commercial com-
puter-codes for stress-analysis sometimes do not permit
studying economically all the above features of nuclear
reactors, hence new codes and models are being devel-
oped by the nuclear industry [1,2,3] *. This paper de-
scribes one such Canadian code, BOW. It calculates the
bending of composite beams arranged in simple or in
complex arrays, and subjected to high temperatures
(possibility of phase change), to temperature-gradients,
and to mechanical/hydraulic loads. To extend its appli-
cability to nuclear fuel, BOW also allows for complex
two-dimensional contacts/slips between neighbouring
surfaces. Thus, BOW can be applied to bending (bow-
ing) of nuclear fuel elements (fig. 1) if the fuel elements
become partially dry during accidents, for example dur-
ing a loss of regulation, or during a loss of pump, or
during a loss of coolant. BOW can also be used to
calculate the bending during normal operating condi-
tions, i.e. without the drypatches.

This paper describes the features, theory, and accu-
racy of the BOW code. But first, a brief discussion is
given of the specific reasons that lead to the bending of
nuclear fuel, as well as of the evolution of bowing
models in Canada.

2. Background

Bowing is defined as the lateral deflection of a fuel
element from the axial centreline. Fig. 1 identifies the
components of a typical fuel bundle.

During operation, coolant temperature varies among
the subchannels between the elements. This causes vari-
ations in coolant temperature around the circumference
of a fuel element (471,). Non-uniform heat transfer
coefficient between the coolant and the sheath and
radial gradients of neutron flux also cause temperature
gradients, labelled AT2 and AT3 respectively.

Temperature gradients result in differential thermal
expansions or strains. To accommodate them, the fuel
element bows in the direction of the longer side. This
deflection is magnified by the bending moment pro-
vided by hydraulic drag loads. Fig. 2 shows a schematic
of the driving forces.

If the operating power of a fuel element is increased,
drypatches will eventually form on the sheath. This
would change the magnitude of temperature gradients
(AT2), affecting the amount of bow. Fig. 3 shows the
bowed shape of a fuel element after an experiment in a

] denotes references

Fig. 2. Driving forces for bowing.

test reactor using superheated steam, during which the
element experienced localized overheating.

The eventual objective of the model reported here is
to predict the extent to which an element will bow for
given temperature conditions, and hence to help estab-
lish limiting conditions for which element distortion is
low enough that the thermohydraulic conditions in the
fuel channel are acceptable. The aim is to develop a tool
that can be used to assess fuel element bow under
conditions of nominal system pressure, high element
power, and mild dryout that lasts a few seconds. Due to
the short duration of dryout, time-dependent processes
like creep and irradiation-swelling are not expected to
be significant and hence are not modelled in the code.
The focus is on predicting the initial (before creep)
deflections of the fuel element. This paper describes the
current status of the code.

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of bowing models in
Canada. A model was proposed by Veeder and
Schankula [1] for bowing due to thermal effects. This
was followed by a model by Gerrard and Clendening
for bowing due to hydraulic effects. A numerical model.
ELDEMO, is also available. All three models assume
that the sheath alone resists the external bending mo-
ments, without assistance from the pellets. Tayal pro-
posed a closed-form model combining thermal and hy-
draulic effects, and he also introduced the strengthening
effect of fuel pellets as they affect the resistance to
bowing.

All of the above models assume that fuel deflection
is symmetric about the longitudinal midpoint of the
element, called 'midlength' for brevity. Measurements
using electrically heated tubes in a test reactor show [4]

REGION Of LOCAuZEO OvEnwE*riNG

Fig. 3. Bow measured after irradiation.
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Fig. 4. Canadian models for bowing.

that during mild dryout, the temperatures can be asym-
metric about the element midlength as well as around
the element circumference, see fig. 5. This can lead to
unsymmetric bowing with respect to the midlength, see
for example fig. 3. Hence the previous models are not
applicable to mild dryout and a new code, BOW, was
developed.

Although the incentive to develop BOW came from
intended applications to nuclear fuel, the code addre-
sses the more general situation of bending of composite
tubes/rods/beams, in nuclear and in non-nuclear en-
vironments. The highlights of the BOW code have been
briefly described earlier [5]. The present paper provides
a more detailed description of the features, theory, and
accuracy of BOW.

ORYPATCH »l

00 05 10 15 20 25 M 35 40 45 50

DISTANCE ALONG SHEATH LENGTH (cm)

Fig. 5. Sheath temperatures during an experiment.

3. Features of BOW

- Similar to the model by Veeder and Schankula [1],
BOW accounts for circumferential gradients in fuel
temperature due to: incomplete mixing of the coolant;
non-uniform heat transfer coefficient between' the
sheath and the coolant; and variation of neutron flux
around the circumference of the element.

- BOW permits the temperature profile to be axially
unsymmetric, thus the effects of localized drypatches
can be studied.

- BOW includes the additional bending provided by
hydraulic drag.

- BOW accounts for the effect of gravity (pellet weight).
- BOW accounts for the change in metallurgical phase

due to increase in temperature.
- BOW solves for deflections in two lateral directions.
- Within the fuel element, relative slip and/or grip is

allowed between the pellet and the sheath, as in [1].
- BOW permits the fuel element to be laterally re-

strained by neighbouring external surfaces like other
fuel elements and pressure tubes. The restraints can
be applied at many points, e.g. at bearing pads, at
spacer pads, and at sheaths. The clearances are al-
lowed to vary circumferentially and axially, see fig. 1.
After contact, slip is permitted along the surface of
contact.

- BOW accounts for restraints provided by the end-
plate.

- BOW accounts for the flexural rigidity of the pellets,
which can help resist bowing.

- Cracking of the pellets is considered.
- BOW permits either concentric or eccentric welds

between the endplate and the endcap.
- BOW accounts for variations in material properties

as functions of local temperatures.
- The output of BOW includes lateral deflections and

rotations in horizontal and vertical directions. The
net displacement is also printed.

4. Solving the bending equation

[6]:
The classical equation governing bending of beams is

El (1)

The symbols are explained in the section 'Nomencla-
ture' at the end of the text.
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s2

Fig. 6. Beam element.

BOW solves the above equation, for both lateral
directions. The finite-elemenl-method [7] is employed
because of its high accuracy and low cost. Beam ele-
ments are used; fig. 6 shows the basic beam element [7]
used in BOW. Each finite element represents a short
length of the fuel element.

Each finite element is subdivided into a number of
radial and circumferential segments. At each cross-sec-
tion, the net moment due to temperature gradients and
the net flexural rigidity (£ / ) , are obtained by numerical
integration over all the radial and circumferential seg-
ments of the section, using the following equations:

MTy = f aETz &A, and

MTz= f aETydA. (2)

Simpson's rule [8] is used for the numerical integration.
In horizontal reactors such as CANDUs (C/Wada

Deuterium t/ranium), pellet weight also contributes to
the bowing/sag of the fuel element. This is accommod-
ated in BOW by applying distributed loads on each
finite element [7]. The magnitude of the load depends
on the weight per unit length of the fuel element, and its
distribution in the two lateral directions depends on the
orientation of the fuel element. Thus fuel elements of
arbitrary diameters and densities can be analyzed, as
well as fuel elements in horizontal or in vertical reac-
tors.

The net deflection due to temperature gradients and
due to gravity provides a moment-arm to axial forces

such as hydraulic drag. This causes additional bending,
and is sometimes called the 'P-8' effect. Although it is
possible to build this effect into the stiffness matrix of
each finite element, doing so gives off-diagonal terms [2]
that significantly increase the bandwidth of the system
stiffness matrix. This increases the computing cost in
proportion to the square of the bandwidth. To keep the
computing cost low, the effect of hydraulic drag is
calculated iteratively in BOW.

The above procedure is sufficient if the hydraulic
drag is concentric to the axial centerline of the fuel
element. However, eccentric axial loads can be applied
on the fuel element by latches and sidestops during
loading and unloading of the fuel bundle. Moreover,
eccentric welds between the endplate and the endcap
can cause eccentric drag loads on the fuel element. In
such cases, an additional bending moment is applied on
the fuel element, equal to the axial load times the
eccentricity.

The deflections in y and z directions are indepen-
dent of each other: the stiffness matrix does not contain
terms linking the two directions (7]. Hence BOW saves
further on computing costs by decomposing the stiff-
ness matrix and obtaining independent solutions in the
two directions. The two displacements are then added,
as vectors, to obtain the net displacement.

5) Neutron flux gradient

The following major materials are used in the fuel
channel of a CANDU nuclear reactor: heavy water,
Zircaloy, and UO2. Each of these has a different cross-
section for capturing thermal neutrons. Hence the neu-
tron flux differs at different radial locations in the
channel, see fig. 7 [9]. The neutron flux is the highest in
the outer elements. The flux is usually the highest at the
pellet surface that faces the pressure tube, and lowest
near the axial centerline of the fuel element. In typical
UO2 pellets, the neutron flux can change by about 30%
at different radial and circumferential locations within
an element. This causes a circumferentially asymmetric
distribution of temperature, and is a major driving force
for bowing.

The effect of flux gradients is accommodated in
BOW by following the approach of Veeder and
Schankula [1]. They assumed that the neutron-flux dis-
tribution through the bundle is given by I0(KR), where
K is the inverse diffusion length for thermal neutrons in
the homogenized fuel channel (pellet, coolant, sheath).
For this distribution of neutron flux, Veeder-Schankula
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Fig. 7. Neutron flux profile.

obtained the following Flux Gradient Factor, D:

(3)

Thus, the Flux Gradient Factor is a dimensionless num-
ber, and is a function of enrichment, of the diameter of
the fuel bundle, and of the diameter of the fuel element.

The temperature-gradient due to the above D is
calculated from the expressions given in ref. (1], and fed
into eq. (2) to calculate the bending moments in the
pellet. The resulting curvature of the pellet, however, is
not transmitted fully to the sheath, as explained below.

If the fuel stack were one solid rod of UO2> the
sheath would likely assume the curvature of that rod.
However, when the fuel stack consists of many individ-
ual pellets, neighbouring pellets are separated by inter-
faces across which tensile stresses cannot exist. Hence,
as shown in fig. 8, it is possible for individual pellets to

PELLET SHEATH

Fig. 8. Partial transfer of curvature from the pellet to the
sheath.

bend locally, i.e., without combining their curvatures. In
this case, the net curvature of the sheath can be less
than that of individual pellets. The 'Curvature Transfer
Factor' describes the extent to which a pellet can im-
pose its curvature on the sheath. This factor varies
between zero and one [1], and BOW will calculate
bending for input values of this factor.

The local curvature of the pellet due to the flux
gradient is multiplied by the 'Curvature Transfer Fac-
tor' and by the local flexural rigidity of the fuel element,
to yield the local bending moment on the fuel element
due to the flux gradient.

6. Flexural rigidity of composite beams

The sheath bends in response to the temperature
gradients and the bending moments discussed above.
The bending of the sheath can be resisted by: flexural
rigidity of the sheath; mechanical interference between
the sheath and the pellets; resistance from the end-
plates; and lateral restraints from neighbouring surfaces.
This section addresses the net flexural rigidity of the
fuel element; the next two sections will discuss the
influences of the endplates and of the neighbouring
surfaces.

The degree to which the pellets help the sheath in
resisting bending, is measured by the 'Rigidity En-
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Fig. 9. Stress distribution in the cross section.

hancement Factor'. This factor is a function of: the
diametral clearance; the coolant pressure; the gas pres-
sure within the fuel element; and the interfacial pres-
sure between the sheath and the pellets. The factor
varies between zero and one, and is an input to the
BOW code.

When the Rigidity Enhancement Factor is not zero
(pellet helps resist bending), the flexural rigidity {El) of
the finite elements is calculated by modelling the fuel
element as a composite beam consisting of the sheath
and the pellets [10]. The pellets, which are made from
ceramic UO2, have a low strength against fracture in
tension. Hence in calculating the local stiffness, only
compressive stresses are considered in the pellet. To
ensure equilibrium of force, this requires that the bend-
ing moment give a net tensile load in the sheath. This
means that the neutral axis shifts away from the geo-
metric centre of the element; see fig. 9. The location of
the neutral axis, and the magnitudes of the stresses, are
adjusted to satisfy simultaneously the geometric compa-
tibility, the Hooke's law, the force equilibrium, and the
magnitude of the applied bending-moment.

The above procedure results in the following tran-
scendental equation [10] for the location of the neutral

Similarly, the following equation can be obtained for
the flexural rigidity of the element:

(5)

When J is evaluated in plane x-y, its value is equal to
Ely. Similarly, J in plane x-z is equal to Elz.

When the Rigidity Enhancement Factor F is zero,
the pellet does not contribute to the flexural rigidity of
the element. The element then bends like an empty
sheath. When F is one, the pellet participates fully in
resisting external bending moments. From preliminary
measurements of the natural frequency- of CANDU
fuel, an out-reactor value of 0.9 can be deduced for F in
irradiated CANDU fuel. The flexural rigidity of fuel
elements is higher in-reactor than out-reactor [11], indi-
cating that F is close to 1 inside the reactor.

The composite beam of sheath and pellets resists
deflections due to temperature gradients on the sheath
and due to hydraulic drag load. Moments on the sheath
from curved pellets are resisted by the sheath alone.

7. Resistance from endplates

Residual bow is frequently measured in irradiated
fuel bundles. Fig. 10 shows the residual bows [12] in
fuel elements after irradiation in a test reactor. In fig.
10, a 'trend line' has been drawn to connect the deflec-
tions of individual elements, even though in reality the
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GENOJNG MOMENT

Fig. 11. Endplate model.

deflections are discrete. Fig. 10a shows the deflections
when the elements were still in the form of a bundle. In
bundle form, elements located at the radial webs of
endplates showed significantly less bow than neighbour-
ing elements located away from the radial webs. This
indicates that the endplate webs restrain bowing. When
the bundle was dissembled into individual elements, all
elements increased their bow, see fig. 10b. Bows of
elements on the radial webs increased more than those
of their immediate neighbours. This also indicates that
the endplate provides a significant restraint to bowing.
The restraint is larger at the radial webs.

Bow accounts for endplate restraint by modelling
endplates as torsional springs [10). The spring-constant
is obtained by modelling the endplate as a circular ring
on elastic foundations; see fig. 11. The elastic founda-
tion is provided by the other elements attached to the
endplate, as well as by the elements of the neighbouring
bundle. The elements behave like springs - both trans-
lational and torsional.

The overall approach is as follows: equations of
equilibrium are developed for local forces and for local
moments in an infinitesimal segment of a circular beam.
They are combined with St. Venant's equations [13]
relating local curvatures to local displacements and
rotations, during bending of a naturally curved beam.
The resulting equations are then combined with classi-
cal equations relating local moments to local curvatures.
This gives two interdependent differential equations for
two independent variables: lateral deflection and twist,
as functions of angular location along the endplate.
These two equations are integrated using Fourier series.
From these, the spring-constants of the endplate are
determined by differentiation. The mathematical details
and the final equations are given in ref. [10]. They are in
the forms of Fourier series.

This provides two torsional spring-constants for the
endplate. One describes endplate restraint when the
element deflects radial to the fuel bundle (Kr), the
other for tangential deflection (K,). For in-reactor con-

ditions of a 3-7-element bundle, Kr and K, are 100-200
Nm/rad respectively [10].

For the spring-constant in a direction other than the
above two, BOW combines Kt and Kl by using estab-
lished laws of transformations, see for example
Sokolnikoff [14].

8. Contact with neighbours

The usual method of modelling gaps between
neighbours is via "gap elements", see for example ref.
[15]. Gap elements are versatile, and permit the modell-
ing of contact in a variety of situations. The typical
geometry of a CANDU fuel bundle involves many fuel
elements, bearing pads, and spacer pads, see fig. 1. To
model these all, it was judged that 10-20 gap elements
would be needed to specify the circumferential varia-
tions in gaps. These would be required at each axial
location where significant deflection, and/or contact,
can occur. Combined with an attendant increase in
bandwidth, the gap elements would increase computing
cost significantly and likely would also lead to numeri-
cal instabilities. An alternative was therefore sought.

BOW stores in a matrix, the lateral clearances at
each node for a number of circumferential directions.
The clearances are updated after each calculation of
lateral deflection. The calculation is repeated if an over-
lap is found at any node in any direction. BOW first
finds the node with the maximum overlap. In the new
calculation, the deflection of this node is set equal to
the available clearance, to generate an appropriate re-
straining force. The process is repealed until overlaps
are eliminated at all nodes.

The user can force an overlapping node to stay fixed
at the point of contact. This is equivalent to the tradi-
tional gap elements. In addition, BOW also provides an
option which permits the overlapping node to slip per-
pendicular to the direction of contact. This allows mod-
elling contact between two neighbouring sheaths.

9. Material properties

BOW uses the following material properties for
Zircaloy and for UO2: Young's modulus; shear mod-
ulus; thermal conductivity; and coefficient of thermal
expansion. The material properties are obtained from
the MATPRO data-base [16], and are functions of the
local temperature.

Fig. 12 shows the length-change in Zircaloy due to
increase in temperature [16]. Note the decrease in length
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Fig. 12. Thermal expansion of Zircaloy tubing.

between 820 and 970 °C. This is likely due to transfor-
mation of Zircaloy-4 from alpha to beta phase. This
could lead to ' inverse bowing', i.e. bending towards the
colder side.

10. Convergence and discretization

Convergence for hydraulic drag and for possible
contacts with neighbours usually requires 3 to 5 itera-

tions in BOW. The discretization is controlled by the
user. The fuel element is usually divided into 2000
segments: 50 finite elements along the length of the fuel
element, times 20 segments around the element cir-
cumference, times 2 radial segments across the sheath
thickness. For the two-dimensional calculations, includ-
ing iterations for hydraulic drag and for possible con-
tact between neighbouring surfaces, BOW requires 1.3
seconds of computing time (Central Processor Unit) on
a CDC/CYBER 175 computer.

BOW requires 70000 words of central memory on a
CDC/CYBER 175 computer. Hence it would fit com-
fortably in a personal computer like an IBM-PC.

11. Accuracy and validation

The code was tested against eiaht independent ana-
lytical solutions for bending of beams experiencing a
variety of loads and restraints. The applied loads in-
cluded uniformly distributed loads: concentrated trans-
verse and longitudinal forces; ami bending moments.
The restraints included simple supports; built-in ends;
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and springs. In each case, the agreement was within
+ 1%, see fig. 13.

Preliminary checks were also made of BOW predict-
ions vs. two Canadian in-reactor experiments, one con-
ducted at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establish-
ment (WNRE) and the other at the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories (CRNL). In both the experiments,
CANDU fuel was irradiated under normal operating
conditions.

In the WNRE experiment, post-irradiation bows of
0.4 to 1.8 mm were measured, for an average of 1.1 mm.
For flux gradient factors in the range 0.032 to 0.7 [1],
BOW predicted initial in-reactor bows of 0.56 to 1.2
mm, for an average of 0.9 mm.

In the CRNL experiments, post-irradiation bows of
0.3 to 1.2 mm were measured, for an average of 0.7 mm.
BOW predicted initial in-reactor bows of 0.4 to 0.8 mm,
for an average of 0.6 mm.

The above measurements are post-irradiation (out-
reactor). BOW predicts initial deflections in the reactor.
The two can be compared if the thermal recovery (stress
relaxation) converts all the initial elastic bow to perma-
nent strain, and if creep/shrinkage/swelling in the
reactor add a negligible amount to the permanent (mea-
sured) bow. In addition, there are uncertainties in some
input data for BOW calculations, e.g. in the flux gradi-
ent factor, in the curvature transfer factor, and in the
rigidity enhancement factor. Nevertheless, if creep/
shrinkage/swelling are assumed to have an insignificant
effect on bowing and if the stress relaxation is assumed
complete, then the predictions of average bow are within
0.2 mm of the measurements. Also, the range of predic-
ted bow is within the range of measurements.

In these experiments the fuel stayed in the reactor
for a few months, so the stresses were substantially
relaxed [16]. Some in-reactor creep can be expected,
which would add to the predicted bowing and improve
the agreement of predictions vs experiments.

12. Illustrative example

The purpose of this example is to illustrate the
capability of BOW to model the effect of hypothetical
dryouts. The input data was chosen arbitrarily and
hence some of it may not be pertinent to actual design
or operating conditions.

A natural-UO2 fuel element producing 66 kW/m
was assumed to experience two elliptic drypatches at
locations shown in fig. 14. The bulk coolant tempera-
ture was assumed to be 300°C at inlet to the bundle,
and 305 °C at the exit, with a linear variation in be-
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Fig. 14. Predicted bowing for assumed dryout.

tween. It was arbitrarily assumed that each drypalch
caused a temperature increase of 200°C (i.e. maximum
sheath temperature of 500-600°C). The temperature
increase was assumed highest at the center of the
drypatch, and varied parabolically with distance toward
the boundary of the drypatch. Fig. 14 shows the results.
When only drypatch # 2 is applied, the maximum de-
flection occurs at about 80% of the element length.
When both the drypatches are applied, the maximum
deflection of 0.33 mm occurs near the element mid-
length.

13. Summary and conclusions

The computer code BOW predicts deflections of fuel
elements in two lateral directions for given conditions
of temperatures. It allows for the following physical
phenomena: circumferential and axial variations in
sheath and pellet temperatures; mechanical interactions
between the sheath and the pellets; cracking of pellets;
hydraulic drag; restraints from endplates, from
neighbouring elements, and from the pressure tube;
gravity; concentric or eccentric welds between endcap
and endplate; neutron flux gradient; and material prop-
erty variations.

The code is based on fundamental principles of
mechanics. The governing equations are solved numeri-
cally using the finite element method. Three aspects of
BOW contribute to its numerical stability, to its. low
computing cost, and to its small storage needs:
- Iterations: to account for hydraulic drag; and to

model contact/slip between neighbouring surfaces.
- Analytical formulations: for restraint from the end :

plate; for flexural rigidity of the composite beam;
and for pellet cracking.

- Decomposition: of the stiffness matrix in the two
lateral directions.
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Several comparisons with closed-form equations
show that the solutions of BOW are accurate to ±\%.
The predictions of BOW for two experimental irradia-
tions are consistent with measurements.
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Nomenclature

A area of cross-section of the finite element,
D flux gradient factor,

Ep Young's modulus; of the sheath, of the pel-
let,

F rigidity enhancement factor,
/, /,.. 1. moment of inertia; about the y axis, about

the z axis,
/ 0 , / , , / , modified Bessel functions of the first kind;

of order zero, one, and two respectively.
J flexural rigidity,
A', K,.
A T , spring constant; in the radial direction; in

the tangential direction,
M', MTr, bending moment; about the y axis due to
Mr. temperature gradients; about the z axis due

to temperature gradients,
r radial distance from the pellet axis,
/•,, r2 inner radius of sheath; outer radius of

sheath,
R distance from bundle axis,
Rt distance of element axis from bundle axis,
Sj — S,, forces and moments,
T temperature,
AT difference in temperature,

d7", — AT3 circumferential difference in sheath temper-
ature,

x, y, z distance along coordinate axes,
a coefficient of thermal expansion,
7j distance of neutral axis from the centroid,
K inverse diffusion length for thermal neu-

trons in homogenized bundle (pellet, sheath,
coolant),

p radius of curvature.
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Abstract

The CANDU element bowing is attributed to actions of both the thermally induced bending mo-

ments and the bending moments due to hydraulic drag and mechanical loads, where the bowing is

defined as the lateral deflection of an element from the axial centerline. This paper considers only

the thermally-induced bending moments which are generated both within the sheath and the fuel

and sheath by an asymmetric temperature distribution with respect to the axis of an element The

generalized and explicit analytical formula for the thermally-induced bending is presented in con-

sideration of 1) bending of an empty tube treated by neglecting the fuel/sheath mechanical interac-

tion and 2) fuel/sheath interaction due to the pellet and sheath temperature variations, where in

each case the temperature asymmetries in sheath are modelled to be caused by the combined ef-

fects of (i) non-uniform coolant temperature due to imperfect coolant mixing, (ii) variable

sheath/coolant heat transfer coefficient, (iii) asymmetric heat generation due to neutron flux

gradients across an element and so as to inclusively cover the uniform temperature distributions wit-

hin the fuel and sheath with respect to the axial centerline. As^the results of the sensitivity calcula-

tions of the element bowing with the variations of the parameters in the formula, it is found that the

element bowing is greatly affected relatively with the variations or changes of element length, sheath

inside diameter, average coolant temperature and its variation factor, pellet/sheath mechanical in-

teraction factor, neutron flux depression factor, pellet thermal expansion coefficient, pellet/sheath

heat transfer coefficient in comparison with those of other parameters such as sheath thickness, film

heat transfer coefficient, sheath thermal expansion coefficient, and sheath and pellet thermal con-

ductivities.
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1. Introduction

The element bowing of CANDU (Canada deu-

terium uranium) bundle as typically shown in Fig. 1

is defined as the lateral deflection of an element

from the axial centerline.'

Assessments of bowing of nuclear fuel elements

can help demonstrate the integrity of fuel and of sur-

rounding components, as a function of operating

conditions such as channel power. Bowed fuel ele-

ments could reduce subchannel flow area resulting in

poor heat transfer due to local coolant starvation and

these elements may consequently defect as a result

of local overheating. Another phenomenon which is

attributed partially to bowing and partially, to ir-

radiation induced swelling is the "sticking" of bun-

dles in a fuel channel. If "sticking" occurs, more for-

ce is required during bundle shifting and removal

during the refuelling process.

The element bowing is attributed to actions of both

the thermally induced bending moments and the ben-

ding moments due to hydraulic drag and mechanical

loads during the refuelling process, and is restrained

by the appendages, end plates and neighboring ele-

ments of the bundle. Based on these phenomena,

\feeder and Schankulatl] developed analytically a

time-independent model of the thermally-induced

bowing theory of CANDU type fuel elements. Their

(ii)

*)-.§-

analysis was basically hypothesized that bowing of

pelletized fuel elements of the type under consider-

ation is primarily a thermally induced phenomenon.

In further, based on this Veeder and Schankula mod-

el, Tayal[2] developed the BOW code to calculate

the bowing of CANDU fuel elements due to gradien-

ts of temperature and due to hydraulic forces. It is

noted that the variations of the coolant temperature

and film heat transfer coefficient are neglected in

their final formula for the element bowing, and that

their formulas of the sheath temperature variations

and so deflections are not adequately derived. To

cope with these neglects and improper derivation of

the bowing formula, an improvement of the bowing

analysis model has been done through re-assessment

of Veeder ana Schankula model and so resulted in a

generalized formula for the thermally-induced bowing

calculation [3].

This paper describes the thermally-induced bend-

ing moments which are generated both within the

sheath and the fuel and sheath by an asymmetric

temperature distribution with respect to the axis of an

element One side of the element becomes hotter

than the other and the element bows in the direction

of the hotter side to accommodate the differential

axial strain. As a time-independent model of the ther-

mally-induced bowing theory, this paper presents the

generalized and explicit analytical formulas in con-
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ZIRCALOY BEARING PADS
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Fig. 1. 37-Element CANDU Fuel Bundle

aderation of 1) bending of an empty tube treated by

neglecting the fuel/sheath mechanical interaction

and 2) fuel/sheath interaction due to the pellet and

sheath temperature variations. In each considera-

tions, the temperature asymmetries in sheath are

modelled to be caused by the combined effects of (i)

non-uniform coolant temperature due to imperfect

coolant mixing, (ii) variable sheath/coolant heat tran-

sfer coefficient, (iii) asymmetric heat generation due

to neutron flux gradients across an element and so

as to inclusively cover the uniform temperature dis-

tributions within the fuel and sheath with respect to

the axial centerline. The thermally-induced bowing

model is approached to calculate the temperature

variations and hence the bending moments by con-

sidering the peripheral temperature gradients caused

by them, since the temperature variations around the

fuel and sheath set up the bend moments.

With the generalized model for the element bow-

ing, a parametric study is carried out to investigate

the influence of the variation or change of an el-

ement geometric material or operation parameters

such as one of element length, sheath inside diam-

eter, coolant temperature variation factor, a factor of

mechanical interaction between fuel pellet and sheath,

neutron flux depression factor, pellet thermal expan-

sion coefficient, pellet/sheath heat transfer coef-

ficient, sheath thickness, film heat transfer coefficient,

sheath thermal expansion coefficient, and sheath and

pellet thermal conductivities on the element bowing.

Notation used in this paper are listed at the last

page of this paper.

2. Analytical Modelling and Formulating of

Bowing

2.1. Basic Hypotheses and General Solutions of

Heat Conduction Equations

The model for the thermally-induced bowing of

CANDU fuel elements presented in this paper is bas-

ed on the three basic hypotheses from which the

in-reactor bowing of pelletized fuel elements is con-

sidered to cause bending moments in the sheath due
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to the sheath peripheral temperature gradients by:

(1) non-uniform coolant temperature due to imper-

fect coolant mixing,

(2) variable heat transfer coefficient between fuel and

coolant, and

(3) asymmetric heat generation due to neutron flux

gradients across an element

The generalized and explicit analytical formula for

the thermally-induced bending can be derived with

consideration of 1) bending of an empty tube treated

by neglecting the fuel/sheath mechanical interac-

tion and 2) interaction between fuel pellet and sheath

due to the pellet and sheath temperature variations.

The coordinate system used in the present model

is shown in Fig. 2. The angle 9 is measured in the

clockwise direction from the vector CO. From the

geometry of the bundle we make the plausible as-

sumption that the temperature distributions within

the fuel and sheath are symmetrical about the vector

CO. It is also assumed that the neutron flux distri-

bution through the bundle can approximately de-

scribed by a modified Bessel function Io(<tR), where «

is the inverse diffusion length for thermal neutrons in

PITCH CIUCLE
RADIUS. R,

CENTER Op FLUX SYMMETKY
(OR CENTER OF Bl/NOLE)

the homogenized fuel channel (fuel, coolant and

sheath) and R is the displacement between the cen-

ter of bundle and center of element under consider-

ation. Using the Gegenbauer's addition theorem of

Bessel functions [4], the modified Bessel function,

Io(«R) permits solutions of the problem in the cylin-

drical coordinate system by analytical rather than nu-

merical methods, i.e,

IB(xR) = I0(xR.) I0{xr) (2.1-1)

+ 2 2 (-1)1* Im{xR>) Jjxr) cosme

If the fuel thermal conductivity, k, is a constant value,

the heat conduction equation in the fuel with asym-

metric heat generation in the cylindrical coordinates

becomes

where q0" (r, R=0) is the power per unit volume at

the centre of flux symmetry.

The heat conduction equation for the region of

the sheath in which the heat generation is negligible

is given by

= 0 (2.1-3)

Fig. 2. Coordinate System Used in The Analysis

rdrVWrVW
Since Eq.(2.1—2) can be rearranged to a Cauchy

or Euler differential equation, a genera] solution to

the heat conduction equation of Eq.(2.1—2) can be

expressed as

CO

+ E AK rn cosmd (2.1-4)

where A, represents the centerline temperature, and
A is given by

A = 2 Kk x a Ia(xR;) Ix{xa) (2.1-5)

The general solution[5] of Eq.(2.1 - 3 ) as a form

of Laplace equation for a plate which is bounded by

two concentric circles of radius a and b can be obtain-

ed for the region of the sheath :
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Ts{r,6) = BQ + B]nr

+ -%) cosmd (2.1-6)2
m - l

2.2. Boundary Conditions of die Heat Conduction

Equations

The coefficients in Eqs. (2. 14) and (2. 1-6) can

be found by equating terms in cos mfl in the follow-

ing boundary conditions for the asymmetric heat gen-

erating element in the non-uniform coolant temper-

atures due to imperfect mixing and non-uniform heat

transfer between sheath and coolant:

(a) Coolant temperature variation at r=b:

Tc = Tc (1 + $ cos<9) (2.2-1)

where # -
- rc(min)

Tc(max) + Tc(min)

(b) Continuity of heat flux at r = a :

UZ 2)

~ (T—Ts) I r_
(2.2-4)

(c) Continuity of heat flux at r = b :

-A

where

v -

r-» = hx(Ts-Tc)\ r-b

(2.2-5)

iZ (1 + Y cos#) (2.2-6)

Umax) +

2.3. Formulation of Bowing

2.3.1. Bending of a Pellet/sheath Non-Mechan-

ical Interacted Empty Tube

The fuel sheath can be treated as an empty tube,

if the mechanical interaction between the sheath and

fuel pellets is neglected. The empty tube bending

moment due to temperature variation within the

sheathtcan be found by using the following formula

[6]

f [ TsMs = as Es f [ Ts cos0 dr dd
(2.3-1)

(2.2-3) 5

which becomes

Ms « *<** £ * [ Bi (A* - « 4 )

+ 2 C , <* 2 - a 2 ) ] (2.3-2)

by substituting Eq.(2.1-6) with m = l into Eq.(2.

3 -1 ) .

In a CANDU bundle, the end caps are welded to

the ends of the sheaths to seal the elements. End

plates are also welded to the end caps to hold the

elements in the bundle assembly. So the sheaths can

be assumed in hinged end conditions. Therefore, the

deflection tf of the sheath at the mid-span due to the

bending moment is given by

8 b
(2.3-3)

in which I,=7t(b4—a4)/4 is used for the moment of

inertia, I,, of a hollow tube of thickness t=b— a and

then t/b«O is counted for the thinned walled tube.

Veeder and Schankulafl] noted that the hinged end

condition has been found experimentally to be a

good approximation for elements in the type of fuel

bundles under investigation at AECL.

Since the maximum surface temperature of sheath

is given by setting m = l and 6=0 or 2n in Eq.(2.

1—6), and the minimum surface temperature of

sheath is given by setting m = l and 9=n in Eq.(2.

1-6), the bracketed term in Eq.(2.3-3) is reduced

to be approximately equal to half of the difference

between the maximum (Ti ™x) and minimum (T.. n*.)

surface temperatures of sheath :
C. T — T

Bib + b ~ 2

= 4 £ (2.3-4)
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where Bi and B> are determined by applying the

boundary conditions in Section 2.2.

Cooperating Eqs.(2.1-4) and (2.1-6) with the

boundary conditions in Session 2.2 where m = 1 shall

be provided, as detailed in the reference 3, the half

of the difference between the maximum and mini-

mum surface sheath temperatures is obtained as

( B , b + •£*••) = {a Kx [ JZ (1 - r2)

0 \ - rw] - 2 b ~w D }/K2 (2.3-5)

This equation gives the difference ATSE between

the maximum and minimum surface temperatures of

sheath according to Eq. Eq.(2.3—4), and the deflec-

tion tfse of the empty tube according to Eq.(2.3—3):

7~w) - 2 b w D}/K2 (2.3-6)

0T~C - yw) - 2 bwD) (2.3-7)
where

# 1 = 1 + a k/s

A t
a A, (2.3-8)

K2 = A + a kx (1 - r2)

w =

f1 + A + -U) (2-3-9)
(2.3-10)

2Kb

D =
J,(r R) I2(x a)
I0(x /?i) / , ( * a) (2.3-11)

in which w is the average heat flux of the element

and D is a factor determined by the flux depression

through the fuel bundle.

2.3.2. Bending Due to Interaction Between Pellet

Stack and Sheath

The fuel pellet stack is a column of ceramic fuel

pellets within the sheath. Each of the pellets cracks

into many smaller pieces during irradiation. The fuel

stack is therefore incapable of sustaining an applied

bending moment. If, however, the sheath is collapsed

into the pellets or the fuel grips the sheath, it can in-

duce a bending moment in the sheath, because the

thermal expansion of the sheath at the interface is

smaller than that of the pellet Assuming that the

strength of the sheath is insufficient to resist the ther-

mal expansion of the fuel, the component of strain

due to the elastic stress in the sheath can be ignored.

Based on this assumption, at the point (a, 9), the dif-

ference in longitudinal thermal strain between the

fuel and sheath is given by

AS(a,6) = a T(a.8) - as Ts(a,d)
(2.3-12)

and

na.0) - TJLa.0) = - ^ U I r-«

(2.3-13)

which is provided by Eq.(2.2—4). If there is no slip

between fuel stack and sheath, the sheath will be

strained in the axial direction by an amount equal to

the differential thermal strain, and if there is some

slip between them, the mechanical strain will be less

than the differential thermal strain. Therefore, a

relationship between the differential thermal strain

and the induced mechanical strain can be expressed

by

Ma, 8)* = GdSia.ff) (2.3-14)

where G is a factor between 0 and 1. Substituting

Eqs. (2.3 -12) and (2.3 -13) into Eq.(2.3 - 1 4 ) gives

Ma, 6) = G U (a - ad Ua.

"* 9T
dr r-a) (2-3-15)

Predictions with the CANDU fuel modelling code

ELESTRESllO] indicate that, for a free standing

sheath having a diametral clearance of 0.08mm, G is

about 0.5. Clearly, the collapsibility of the sheath

implies a value of G greater than 05 .
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Also, cooperating Eqs.{2.1-4) and (2.1-6) with

the boundary conditions at r = a and m = 1, the strain

relationship of Eq.(2.3-15) is given by

- Z

A T w - 2 h Z ( 1 - y 2 ) b w D

K,
cos 6 (2.3-16)

(2.3-17)

where

K3 = a — as

KK= (a - as)

(2.3-18)

Cooperating Eq.(23-16) with Eq.{2.3-1), the

induced bending moment in the sheath is given by

Ms = E, a2 t I Ae{a,&) cos& d6
(2.3-19)

It is noted that terms in the integrand of Eq.(2.

3 —19) which are independent of 8 vanish when

integrated between the limits, as do all terms in

cos 8. Also assuming the hinged end conditions, rfsi

the deflection dSI due to the induced bending mo-

ment at the mid-span is given by

( 2 3 _ 2 0 )

!2<*s I 2Gb
166 0Te[K3- K2

(2.3-21)

in which the moment of inertia, IS=JT a3 t has been

used for thin walled tubing.

Noting Eqs.(2.3-6) and (2.3-7), the term in the

brackets of the Eq.(2.3—21) may arbitrarily be re-

garded as being equivalent to a temperature differ-

ence, ATsi, across the sheath which would produce a

deflection equal to that caused by interaction be-

tween fuel pellet and sheath. Thus,

si

+ • a—f)bD\

(2.3-22)

2.3.3. Bending Due to the Combined Effects of

the Pellet/Sheath Non-Mechanical and

Mechanical Interactions

In Session 2.3.2, the element bowing at the point,

(a, 8) is due to the difference in longitudinal thermal

strain between the fuel and sheath for the interaction

between pellet stack and sheath. This element bow-

ing does not include the effect of the bending mo-

ment due to temperature variation within the sheath

as treated in Session. 2.3.1. So the element bowing

due to the combined effects of the non-mechanical

and mechanical interactions between the pellet and

sheath shall be formulated by adding the results tog-

ether from Sessions 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 :

_ _ _
- r2)/?27- r w) -2bwD}

aa

Ktw \
K2

(2.3-23)

which is given by adding Eq.(2.3—6) with Eq.{2.

3-22) , and

UK2
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J ( 2 3 _ 2 4 )

which is given by adding Eq.(2.3-7) with Eq.{2.

3 -20 ) .

3. Discussion

During irradiation of fuel bundles in CANDU reac-

tor, the radial distributions of neutron flux and sub-

channel coolant temperatures through a fuel bundle

are considered to be symmetrical about the bundle

axis centerline. So, the neutron flux distribution

through the center element and subchannel coolant

temperature distribution around the element periphery

will be symmetrical about the element axis centerline.

However, tine neutron flux distribution through the

other element such as any one of the elements loc-

ated at outer, intermediate and inner rings of the

bundle and subchannel coolant temperatures around

the element periphery will be asymmetrical about the

element axis centerline. Therefore, a generalized model

for predicting element bowing is required for the ap-

plication of a fuel element subjected to all the sym-

metric and/or asymmetric thermal boundary condi-

tions. Eqs.(2.3-23) and (2.3-24) represent the gen-

eralized and explicit analytical formulas for the

time-independent predictions of the thermally-induced

bowing of CANDU fuel elements. These formulas

take into account the influences of the temperature

asymmetries which are caused by (i) non-uniform

coolant temperature due to imperfect coolant mixing,

(ii) variable sheath/coolant heat transfer coefficient,

(iii) asymmetric heat generation due to neutron flux

gradients across an element It is noted that Eqs.(2.

3 -6 ) , (2.3-16) and (2. 3. -22) are comparable with

Veeder and Schankula's equations (11), (16) and

(20) in Reference 1, respectively, where Veeder and

Schankula's equations (11) and (20) do not take

into account the effects of the coolant temperature

and film heat transfer coefficient variations, and Veed-

er and Schankula's equations (11) and (16) can not

be obtained even if using their assumptions.

To illustrate the relative importance of the various

parameters affecting fuel element bowing, the quantit-

ies of the sheath temperature difference, JTsc of Eq.

(2.3-23), and the element deflection, c?sc of Eq.(2.

3-24) , are calculated for the fuels in three kinds of

heavy water moderated reactors. The first is the nat-

ural UCte fuel sheathed in 2rcaloy for CANDU-6 re-

actor[7]. The secondll] is the natural UCte fuel sheat-

hed in Zircaloy for the Douglas Point 200 MW(e)

power reactor which was cooled by pressurized heavy

water, and the third{l] is the driver fuel of enriched

UCte fuel sheathed in Zr-2.5wt% Nb for the AECL

WR-1, an organic-cooled research reactor. In all the

reactors, the moderator is kept cool and all the fuel

bundles are contained in zirconium alloypressure tubes.

In each case, the calculations refer to an element in

the outer ring of a bundle. The numerical values of

the pertinent parameters are given in Table 1. The

parameter values are taken to explain bowing in

CANDU type fuel elements without having to invoke

other mechanisms such as compressive axial loads.

For the CANDU-6 fuel parameters valued in Table 1,

the average coolant temperature, Tt and the fractions,

/5 and Y are estimated for the N-6 highest power

channel of Wolsong-1 reactor, using the thermal-

hydraulic code, COBRA[8], where /? and / parameters

are dependent on the coolant temperatures in the

coolant subchannels of the bundle. The element lin-

ear power q and the neutron flux depression factor

D are evaluated with the physics code of WIMS-AECL

[ 9 ], where q' and D parameters are mainly

dependent on the fuel enrichment and burnup for a

given reactor operational conditions and are taken in

consideration of the reference high power envelope

[7]. The sheath and fuel thermal expansion coeffic-

ients a, and a, the sheath and fuel thermal conduc-

tivities A, and X, and the heat transfer coefficient, h^

between fuel and sheath are evaluated with the CAN-

D are evaluated with the physics code of W1M-AECL

[9], where q' and D parameters are mainly

materials chosen in the element design and are
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Table 1. Numerical Values* of Fuel Element Parameters
used for Calculations in Chapter 3

Parameter

a(mm)

t(mm)

/(mm)

Wfraction)

q'(kW/m)

a% (fiin/ra K)

Mf^n/m K)

A,{kW/mK)
A.(kW/mK)

/(fraction)
hfe(kW/m2K)

/ff(fracBon)

G(fraction)

Douglas
Point [1]

7.2

0.4

500

0.032

50.0

6.5

11.0

0.013

0.003

50.0
0.0

10.0
280

0.0

1.0

WR-1 [1]

12

0.68

500

0.07

46.5

6.4

11.0
0.013

0.003

13.0
0.0

10.0

350
0.0

1.0

CANDU-6

Fuel Element

6.12
0.42

500

0.030

51.6

4.4

11.0

0.016

0.003
50.0

0.026

9.86
300

0.0048

1.0

1
1

* The values are assumed for the present calculations to
explain bowing in CANDU type fuel elements without
having to invoke other mechanisms such as compressive
axial loads.

usually given as a function of the material tempera-

ture.

The sensitivities of the parameters employed in

(2.3—24) are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively for

the asymmetric and symmetric heat generating fuel

elements, where the variation or change was made

for each one of /}, A, G, q', hi,, oc, a, A, and X and t in

the equation for all the other fixed parameters of

CANDU-6 fuel element in Table 1. In Figs. 3 and 4,

the vertical axis represents the deflections of the ele-

ments at the mid-span and the negative or positive

value of the deflections refers to the element deflec-

tion in direction of the pressure tube wall side or the

bundle center side. The horizontal axis represents a

normalized scale, N, for the variation or change of

each one of the parameters where N=51.6 corres-

ponds to each the values of the CANDU-6 fuel par-

ameters in Table 1.

0 25 50 75 100

NORMALtfEO SCALE FOR THE VARIATIONS OF THE PARAMETERS

-a— t variation - . - a - . - q'variation —<»•— a variation

| — o — - jjvanmion - .- .•- .- D variation •—o- • \ t variation

I . . -o— -• -/variation • hfs variation —-< • \ variauon

I A — G variation - - V- - a.% variation

Fig. 3 . The Bow Sensitivity of the Asymmetric Heat
Generated Element With the Variations of the
Parameters (37-Element Bundle In Table 1)

3.1. Influence of the Pellet/Sheath Interaction
Term and G Change on die Bowing

For the instance of CANDU-6 fuel element char-

acterized in Table 1, the bending due to the empty

tube term as the first term in the right hand side of

Eq.(2.3-24) resulted in 0.02mm towards the bundle

center since the sheath outer surface temperature in

fuel bundle center side is more hotter than that in

the pressure tube wall side because of the hotter

coolant temperature in the bundle center side, while

the bending due to the pellet/sheath interaction term

as the second term of the right hand side resulted in

0.35mm towards the pressure tube wall since the

sheath inner surface temperature in the pressure

125
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•U 0 25 50 75 100

NORMALBEO SCALE FOR THE VARIATIONS Of THE PARAMETERS

- O — (variation — O — q'variation —fl— a variation I

—O p variation — • * D variation q X, variation I

• -O—• v variation • lit. variation — m — \ variation i

—A G variation - - V - - cu variation I

Fig. 4. The Bow Sensitivity of the Symmetric Heat Gen-
erated Element With the Variations of the Par-
ameters (37-Hement Bundle in Table 1)

tube wall side is more hotter than that in the fuel

bundle center side because of the small neutron flux

gradients in the pressure tube wall side, and, there-

fore, the net bending resulted in 0.33mm towards

the pressure tube wall. The mechanical interaction

between the pellet stack and the sheath has, in this

instance, about 18 times greater effect on the el-

ement bowing than the empty tube as in the non-in-

teraction between the pellet and the sheath. Since

the pellet/sheath interaction predominates, there will

be a tendency for the element in the bundle to bow

out towards-the wall of the pressure tube. Also, it can

be realized thai the bending will be increased almost

directly in proportion to the square of the element

length I, and almost in inverse proportion to the inner

radius a of sheath as can be realized from the above

comparison between the pellet/sheath interaction

and non-interaction terms. Changing with G =

0.0 to+1.0 only in Eq.(8.1-24), the deflection of

CANDU-6 asymmetric or symmetric heat generated

element was significantly increased as expected as a

linear function with the increase of G=0.0 to + 1.0

as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, where their deflections

were in the opposite directions between each other.

So, if the element has a mechanical interaction

between the pellet stack and sheath, the bending will

be increased almost in proportion to the mechanical

interaction factor G.

3.2. Influence of the Asymmetric or Symmetric
Heat Generation in the Elements

Figs. 3 illustrates that a CANDU-6 fuel element

generated asymmetric heat with respect to the central

axis (D?^0) will bow out towards the wall of the pres-

sure tube since the neutron flux gradient across the

element is more affected in the bowing. However, if

the element generated symmetric heat with respect

to the central axis (D =0), the elements will bow out

towards the center of bundle as shown in Fig. 4 be-

cause of the hotter coolant temperature in the bun-

dle center side.

3.3. Sensitivities of the 0 and Y Variations on the
Bowing

According to the COBRA{8] predictions for the

CANDU-6 37-element bundle in the single phase

flow region of the coolant, the /} value for the outer

elements as shown in Table 1 is almost monotonously

increased from almost zero of the first bundles located

at the upstream in the fuel channel to 0.0048 of the

ninth bundle from the upstream, and the Y value is

resulted in -0.014 for the first bundles located at

the upstream and varied in the range of 0.014 to 0.

026 in the region of the second through ninth bun-

dles.

For the outer element of the first CANDU-6 bun-
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die with 0 =0.0001 and Y = -0.014, Eq.(2.3-24)

estimated the thermally-induced element bowing of

tfsc ~ 0.45mm towards the pressure tube wall, provided

with JTsc«43.0K estimated by Eq.(2.3-23). If no

variations of coolant temperature and film heat trans-

fer coefficient around the periphery of the element,

>9=0.0 and 7=0.0, are existed, the bowing of <5sc«

0.46mm towards the pressure tube wall side will be

induced thermally, provided with JTsc«43.9K.

Also using the equations for the element of the

ninth CANDU-6 bundle with £ =0.0048 and Y =0.026,

the thermally-induced element bowing was estimated

as 0.33mm in the direction of the pressure tube wall

side, provided with JTsc«31.5K. This element bow-

ing was reduced as much as about 40% in compari-

son with that with /S«0 and 7 « 0 . With the increase

of J3 value only in Eq.(2.3-24), the bowing of CAN-

DU-6 asymmetric (D#0) or symmetric (D=0) heat

generated elements was stiffly and linearly decreased

as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Therefore, there will be

significantly different results of the element deflection-

s due to the variation of ft value. Changing with the

average coolant temperature Tc only, Eq.(2.3—24)

results that the deflections of the asymmetric and

symmetric heat generating elements will behavior in

the same for the /9 value only.

With the increase of Y value only in Eq.(2.3—24),

the bowing of CANDU-6 asymmetric heat generated

element was slowly and linearly increased as shown

in Fig. 3, and the bowing of the symmetric heat gen-

erated elements, however, was slowly and linearly

decreased as shown in Fig. 4. So it can be noted

that the effect of the Y variation on the element bow-

ing is not greater than that of 0 variation.

3.4. Influence of the q' and D Changes on the

Bowing

With the increase*of q' value only in Eq.(2.

3 -24 ) , the bowing of CANDU-6 asymmetric heat

generated element (D^0) was significantly and lin-

early increased as shown in Fig, 3, and however, the

bowing of the symmetric heat generated element

(D=0) was slowly and linearly decreased as shown

in FigM.

With the increase of neutron flux depression factor

D value only in Eq.(2.3—24), the bowing of

CANDU-6 asymmetric heat generated element was

stiffly and linearly increased as shown in Fig. 3. How-

ever, if the element has no neutron flux depression,

D=0.0 such as in the fuel element with the sym-

metric heat generation, the element was in a con-

stant deflection in the direction of the bundle center

side as expected.

3.5. Influence of die hrs, a» a, X,, k and t Chan-

ges on the Bowing

With the increase of hi, value only in Eq.(2.

3-24) , the bowing of CANDU-6 asymmetric heat

generated element was exponentially decreased as

shown in Fig. 3 in which the element bowing is

decreased with a rather stiff slope for the range of

hi,=0.001 to about 30 kW/WK, while the element

bowing is decreased with a rather flattened slope for

the range of hfs = about 30 to 90kW/m2K.

With the increase of a value only in Eq.{2.3-24),

the bowing of CANDU-6 asymmetric or symmetric

heat generated element was slowly and linearly red-

uced as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

With the increase of A, value only in Eq.(2.3—24),

the bowing of ihe asymmetric or symmetric heat gen-

erated elements was stiffly and linearly increased as

shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

With the increase of 1, value only in Eq.(2.3-24),

the bowing of CANDU-6 asymmetric heat generated

element was stiffly and exponentially decreased as

shown in Fig. 3, while the bowing of CANDU-6 sym-

metric heat generated element was slowly and expo-

nentially decreased as shown in Fig. 4.

With the increase of 1 value only in Eq.(2.3—24),

the bowing of CANDU-6 asymmetric or symmetric

heat generated element was slowly and linearly dec-

reased as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
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With the increase of sheath thickness t only in Eq.

(2.3-24), the bowing of CANDU-6 asymmetric heat

generated elements was slowly and linearly raised in

the direction of the pressure tube wall as shown in

Fig. 3 because of the hotter temperature of sheath

inner surface in the pressure tube wall side, and the

bowing of CANDU-6 symmetric heat generated ele-

ments, however, was slowly and linearly reduced in

the direction of the bundle center as shown in Fig. 4

because of the hotter coolant temperature in the bun-

dle center side.

3.6. Bowing Prediction of WR-1 and Douglas

Point fuel Elements

As shown in Table 1 of the parameter character-

istics for the Douglas Point and WR-1 asymmetric

heat generated fuel elements with 0=0 and 7=0,

Eqs.(2.3-23) and (2.3-24) estimated that, for the

Douglas Point fuel element, JTsc«31.4K and <fsc«

0.42mm towards the pressure tube wall;for the

WR-1 fuel element JTsc«94.6K and so rfsc«

122mm towards the pressure tube wall side. The

bowing prediction for WR-1 fuel element is ordered

within the experimental results of the fuel elements [1].

4. Conclusions

(1) The present formula of Eqs.{2.3-23) and (2.

3—24) represent the generalized and explicit

analytical equations for the predictions of the ther-

mally induced element bowing. It is noted that

Eqs.(2.3-6), (2.3-16) and (2.3.-22) are com-

parable with Veeder and Schankula's equations

(11), (16) and (20) in Reference 1, respectively,

where Veeder and Schankula's equations (11)

and (20) do not take into account the effects of

the coolant temperature and film heat transfer

coefficient variations, and Veeder and Scha-

nkula's equations (11) and (16) can not be

obtained even if using their assumptions.

(2) For the elements such as the outer elements of

the first bundle at the upstream in the CANDU-6

fuel channel, the deflections of an asymmetric

heat generating element may be conservatively

estimated by /9«0 and y « 0 in Eq.(2.3-24), ac-

cording to the COBRA code prediction.

(3) A CANDU asymmetric heat generating fuel ele-

ments (D^O) will bow out towards the wall of

the pressure tube, while a CANDU symmetric

heat generating fuel elements (D=0) will bow

out towards the center of bundle in the non-uni-

form distribution(s) of the coolant temperatures

and/or the film heat transfer coefficients at the

periphery of the elements.

(4) In Eq.(2.3-24), the pellet/sheath mechanical in-

teraction has very greater effect on the element

bowing than the empty tube. Since the

pellet/sheath interaction predominates, there will

be a tendency for the element in the bundle to

bow out towards the wall of the pressure tube.

So, the bending will be increased almost in pro-

portion to the peltet/sheath interaction factor G

as well as to the square of the element length 1,

and almost in inverse proportion to the inner radius

a of sheath. It is noted that G is an empirical fac-

tor and so it is required to find appropriate

value by experiments or computer simulation with

existing irradiation data in a long term.

(5) With the increase of the sheath thickness only,

the bowing of CANDU asymmetric heat generat-

ing elements will be slowly and linearly raised,

and, however, the bowing of the symmetric heat

generated elements will be slowly and linearly red-

uced.

(6) The deflection of the asymmetric or symmetric

heat generating elements will be stiffly and linearly

reduced with the increase of /3 value only, and,

however, will be slowly and linearly raised with

the increase of Y value only. So, there will be sig-

nificant difference in the element deflections with

the variation of fi value only and the effect of

the Y variation on the element bowing is not

greater than that of fi variation.
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(7) With the increase of q' value only, the bowing of

the asymmetric heat generating elements (D#0)

will be stiffly and linearly raised, and, however,

the bowing of the symmetric heat generating el-

ement (D=0) will be slowly and linearly decreas-

ed. With the increase of D value only, the bowing

of the asymmetric heat generating element will be

very stiffly and linearly increased, and, however, if

the element such as the center element of CANDU-6

fuel bundle has no neutron flux depression as

well as has no variation of the coolant tempera-

ture and film heat transfer coefficient, there is no

element bowing.

(8) With the increase of hh value only, the bowing of

the asymmetric heat generating elements will be

exponentially reduced, and, however, the bowing

of the symmetric heat generating elements will be

exponentially raised. The CANDU-6 asymmetric

heat generated element bowing as an example is

stiffly reduced in the range of hi.=0.001 to about

SOkW/WK, while the element bowing is slowly

decreased in the range of hfe= about 30 to

gOkW/WK. The bowing of CANDU asymmetric

or symmetric heat generating element will slowly

and linearly reduced with the increase of a, value

only, and, however will be stiffly and linearly raised

with the increase of a value only. With the in-

crease of A, value only, the deflection of the

asymmetric heat generating elements will be slow-

ly and exponentially reduced, and, however, the

deflection of the asymmetric and symmetric heat

generating elements will be slowly and

exponentially raised. The bowing of the asymmet-

ric or symmetric heat generating elements will be

slowly and linearly decreased with the increase of

X value only.

(9) Based on the above conclusions, it can be real-

ized that the variations or changes of the element

length, the sheatff inner radius a, the average

coolant temperature, the Te oolant temperature

variation factor 0, the pellet/sheath mechanical

interaction factor G, the neutron flux depression

factor D, the element linear power q', the pellet

thermal expansion coefficient a, and the

pelfet/sheath heat transfer coefficient hh relatively

effect in great on the element bowing than those

of other parameters such as the sheath thickness

t, the film heat transfer coefficient variation factor

Y, the sheath thermal expansion coeffidentas, the

sheath and pellet thermal conductivities, A, and A.

Nomenclatures

a and b
D

Eand E,

h<s

hsc and h*

Is
K, toK*
1

q'

r and 0

R and R

t

T(r, 8)
A7» JTsc

Tc

a and a,

fi, Y

=inner and outer radii of sheath
=neutron flux gradient factor, defined in

text

=Young's moduli of fuel and sheath

=heat transfer coefficient between fuel

and sheath

=local and average film heat transfer

coefficients between sheath and cool-

ant

=moment of inertia for sheath
= quantities defined in text

=unrestrained length of fuel element

=power per unit fuel length

= cylindrical coordinates of point P with

respect to axis of element (see Fig. 2)

=distances of element axis and point P

from bundle axis (see Fig. 2)

=sheath thickness (=b—a)

=*temperature at point P

= difference between maximum and min-

imum sheath surface temperatures in

the individual and combined effects of

non-mechanical and mechanical inter-

actions between the pellet and the

sheath

=average coolant temperature

=thermal expansion coefficients of fuel

and sheath

=quantities defined in text relating to

variation of coolant temperatures and

film heat transfer coefficient
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<? = magnitude of bow

K — inverse diffusion length for thermal

neutrons in homogenized bundle (fuel,

sheath and coolant)

A. and h. = thermal conductivities of fuel and

sheath
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Abstract

Assessments of CANDU fuel element bowing in terms of reactor operating conditions such as the fuel channel
power, fuel bundle power and fuel burn-up can help to demonstrate the integrity of fuel and of surrounding
components during in-reactor service and refuelling. The element bowing of the standard 37-element bundle and
CANFLEX 43-element bundle for the use in CANDU-6 reactor was analyzed with a newly developed formula for
the thermally induced bowing analysis of CANDU fuel elements. All the required input data for the analyses were
provided in terms of the reactor operating conditions in accordance with the proposed systematic method using
various computer codes being used for the analyses of the reactor physics, thermal hydraulics and fuel element
performance. The result of the analyses is that the CANFLEX 43-element bundle exhibits more desirable element
bowing behaviours than the standard 37-element bundle.

1. Introduction

The four designs of the Canada deuterium ura-
nium (CANDU) fuel bundle in current produc-
tion are the 19-element bundle for the Douglas
Point reactors, the 28-element bundle for the
Pickering reactors, the 37-element bundle for the
Bruce and Darlington reactors, and the 37-ele-
ment bundle for the CANDU-6 reactors (Gacesa,
1983). Fig. 1 shows a typical 37-element fuel
bundle that is in use today. As outlined also in
Fig. 1, one design of CANDU fuel bundles under
development is the CANFLEX fuel bundle for the
CANDU-6 reactors (Lane, 1995). These bundles
are composed of the required number of elements
and appendages such as spacers and bearing pads.
The principal requirements and designs of these

bundles are similar to each other. The require-
ments which have the strongest influence on these
bundle designs are fuel channel size, specific
power requirements, and the fuel-handling ma-
chine detailed requirements. CANFLEX is a 43-
elementf CANDU advanced fuel bundle under
joint development by Korea Atomic Energy Re-
search Institute (KAERI) and Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited (AECL) since February 1991.
The major feature of the CANFLEX fuel bundle
is an increase in the number of fuel elements,
from 37 elements 13.1 mm in diameter in the
standard CANDU-6 fuel bundle, to 43 elements
of two different diameters. The 11.5 mm diameter
elements in the outer two rings of the CANFLEX
fuel bundle allow the peak element ratings in the
bundle Xo be reduced by about 20% in comparison

OO29-5493/96/S15.0O © 1996 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved

PII S0029-5493(96)0l 184-3
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(a) END VIEW OF STANDARD
37-F.LEMENT HUNDLE
INSIDE PRESSURE TURF.

(b) 37-EI.F.MENT
FUEMUJNIJLE

(c) END VIEW OF CANFLEX
43-ELEMENT FUEL BUNDLE
INSIDE PRESSURE TUBE

Zircnloy Fuel Shealh
Uranium Dioxide Pellets
Pressure Tu be

I. Zircnloy Hearing Pads
4. Zircaloy End Support Plate
7. Inler Element Spacers

* The CHF enhancement pas are located in the Itvn planes between (hr middle bearing pads and
outer bearing pads of CANFLEX bundle.

3. Zircaloy Em! Cap
6. firaphile Inlerlstyer
9. OIF F-nhancemenl Pads*

Fig. 1. Standard 37-element and CANFLEX 43-etement fuel bundles.

with the standard 37-element bundle. The 13.5
mm diameter elements in the inner two rings of
the CANFLEX fuel bundle compensate for the
fuel volume lost owing to the smaller diameter
outer elements. Another important feature is the
use of CHF-enhancing features on all elements in
the CANFLEX fuel bundle. These will provide
larger operating margins in existing CANDU re-
actors, thus permitting more flexibility in the use
of fuel cycles with the CANDU reactor on-power
fuelling system.

Assessments of the element bowing of the
CANFLEX bundle can help to demonstrate the
integrity of fuel and of surrounding components,
as a function of operating conditions such as
channel power, where the bowing is denned as the
lateral deflection of an element from the axial
centre-line during irradiation, and the magnitude

of the bow is the maximum deflection between
points of restraint. The element bowing is at-
tributed to actions of both the thermally induced
bending moments due to the gradients of temper-
ature and the bending moments due to hydraulic
dragjind mechanical loads during in-reactor ser-
vice arid the refuelling process, and it is restrained
by the appendages, end plates and neighbouring
elements of the bundle. Bowed fuel elements
could reduce subchannel flow area resulting in
poor heat transfer due to local coolant starvation
and these elements may deflect as a result of local
overheating. Another phenomenon which is at-
tributed partially to bowing and partially to irra-
diation-induced swelling is the "sticking" of
bundles in a fuel channel. If "sticking" occurs,
more force is required during bundle shifting and
removal during the refuelling process.
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In this paper we describe the analysis method
and results of the element bowing of the standard
37-element bundle and CANFLEX 43-element
bundle during in-reactor service and refuelling. It
is also emphasized that the generalized formula
for the thermally induced element bowing is newly
developed (Suk, 1995) and is incorporated into
the BOW code (Tayal, 1989) for the present bow-
ing analyses. The original equations (Veeder,
1974) used in the BOW code are found not to take
into account properly the effects of the coolant
temperature and film heat transfer coefficient vari-
ations and some of them were not appropriately
derivable. Some parameters to be input for the
bowing analyses should be determined so as to
reflect reactor operating conditions. So, a system-
atic method for generating the input parameters is
established with various computer codes such as
RFSP (Jenkins, 1993) and WIMS-AECL (Donnelly,
1986) for the generatin of reactor physics data,
NUCIRC (Chexal, 1977) and COBRA-IIIC (Rowe,
1973) for the generation of thermal-hydraulic
data, ELESTRES (Tayal, 1987) for the generation
of fuel element performance data.

The notation used in this paper is listed in
Appendix B.

2. Analysis method

2.1. Description of BOW code

A CANDU element bow analysis code, called
BOW, has been developed in AECL (Tayal, 1989).
The BOW code uses finite element methods to
calpulate the bending of composite beams, such as
fuel elements, due to gradients of temperature
and hydraulic forces. The circumferential gradi-
ents in fuel temperatures of the sheath and of the
pellet are due to incomplete mixing of the coolant,
non-uniform heat transfer coefficient between the
sheath and the coolant, and variation in neutron
flux around the circumference of the element. The
deflections and rotations are calculated in both
the horizontal and the vertical directions, for
given temperature conditions. Within the fuel ele-
ment, relative slip and/or grip is allowed between
the pellet and the sheath. The element is permitted

to be axially restrained by neighbouring external
surfaces such as other fuel elements and pressure
tubes. The restraints can be applied at many
p.oints, e.g. at bearing pads, at spacer pads, and at
sheaths. The clearances are allowed to vary cir-
cumferentially and axially. After contact, slip is
permitted along the surface of contact. Wet and
dry operation of the sheath can be simulated from
the calculation of temperature profile to be axially
unsymmetric. The BOW code also takes account of
the following physical phenomena: axial varia-
tions in the temperatures of the sheath and of the
pellet; the effect of gravity (pellet weight); concen-
tric or eccentric welds between end cap and end
plate; neutron flux gradients; the change in metal-
lurgical phase due to increase in temperature and
variations in material properties as functions of
local temperatures; cracking of the pellets; the
flexural rigidity of the pellets which can help to
resist bowing.

2.2. Analytical modeling and formulation of the
bowing

2.2.1. Basic hypotheses and general solutions of
heat conduction equations

Veeder and Schankula's equations (Veeder,
1974) have been adapted for the BOW code in
order to calculate the thermally induced element
bowing. In the equations, the effects of the
coolant temperature and film heat transfer co-
efficient variations were not appropriately taken
into account and also some of them were not
appropriately derivable. Therefore, an analytical,
time-independent and generalized formula for the
calculation of thermally induced CANDU fuel
element bowing was developed in this work.

The generalized and explicit analytical formula
for the thermally induced element bowing is based
on the three basic hypotheses in this work: the
in-reactor bowing of pelletized fuel elements is
considred to cause bending moments in the sheath
as a result of the peripheral temperature gradients
by (1) non-uniform coolant temperature due to
imperfect coolant mixing, (2) variable heat trans-
fer coefficient between fuel and coolant, and (3)
asymmetric heat generation due to neutron flux
gradients across an element. The formula is
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derived with consideration of (1) bending of an
empty tube treated by neglect of the fuel-sheath
mechanical interaction and (2) interaction be-
tween fuel pellet and sheath due to the pellet and
sheath temperature variations.

A diagram of the model and coordinate system
used in this work is shown in Fig. 2. The angle 6
is measured in the clockwise direction from the
vector CO. From the geometry of the bundle, it is
plausibly assumed that the temperature distribu-
tions within the fuel and between the fuel and
sheath are symmetrical about the vector CO. The
asymmetric temperature distribution generates the
thermally induced bending moments both within
the sheath and between the fuel and sheath with
respect to the axis of an element. One side of the
element becomes hotter than the other and the
element bows in the direction of the hotter side to
accommodate the differential axial strain. It is
also assumed that the neutron flux distribution
through the bundle can approximately described
by a modified Bessel function I0(KR), where K is
the inverse diffusion length for thermal neutrons
in the homogenized fuel channel (fuel, coolant
and sheath) and R is the displacement between the
centre of the bundle and the centre of the element
under consideration. The function I0(KR) allows
solutions of the problem in the cylindrical coordi-

nate system to be found by analytical rather then
numerical methods, i.e.

CENTER or r u n SYMMETRY
(OR CUTTER OF B U N D U )

= I0(Kr)I0(KR)

+ 2 £ (-i (I)

If the fuel thermal conductivity X has a constant
value, the heat conduction equation in the fuel
with asymmetric heat generation becomes

(2)

where q'o(r> R = 0) is the power per unit volume
at the centre of flux symmetry.

The heat conduction equation for the region of
sheath in which the heat generation is negligible is
given by

A general solution to the heat conduction equa-
tion of Eq. (2) can be obtained by rearranging it
to a Cauchy of Euler differential equation:

T[r, 0) = AO + AIO(KR)+ £ Amrm cos m9 (4)
m- 1

where Ao represents the centre-line temperature
and A is given by

(5)

The general solution of Eq, (3) can be obtained
for the region of the sheath:

Ts(t*0) = Bo+B\nr+ £ Lffmr'"+% ) cos mO

(6)

2-2.2. Boundary conditions of the heat conduction
equations

The coefficients in Eqs. (4) and (6) are deter-
mined by the following boundary conditions and
by equating terms in COS/M#:
(a) coolant temperature variation at r — b,

Fig. 2. Coordinate system used in the analysis.

7-c=rc(l+/?cos0)

where

(7)
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_ rc(max) — rc(min)
~ rc(max) + rc(min)

(b) continuity of heat flux at r = a,

(8)

dT

(c) continuity of heat flux at r = b,

where

hx(max.) —

2.2.3. Formulation of bowing

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

2.2.3.1. Bending of an empty tube. The fuel sheath
can be treated as an empty tube, if the mechanical
interaction betwen the sheath and fuel pellets is
neglected. The empty tube bending moment due
to temperature variation within the sheath can be
found by using the following formula (Boley,
1960):

r
Jo

71 cos 0 r2 dr dff (13)

Substituting Eq. (6) with M= 1 into Eq. (13)
gives

(14)

In a CANDU bundle, the end caps are welded
to the ends of the sheaths to seal the elements.
End plates are welded to the end caps to hold the
elements in the bundle assembly. So, the sheaths
can be assumed in hinged end conditions. There-
fore, the deflection 5 of the sheath at the mid-
span due to the bending moment is given by

(15)

in which /s = n(b4 *- a4)/4 is used for the moment
of inertia of a hollow tube of thickness t = b — a

and then t/b « 0 is taken for the thinned walled
tube. Veeder and Schankula (1974) noted that the
hinged end condition is a good approximation for
elements in the types of fuel bundles under an
AECL experimental investigation.

Since the maximum surface temperature of the
sheath is given by setting m = 1 and d = 0 or 2n in
Eq. (6), and the minimum surface temperature of
the sheath is given by setting m — 1 and 9 = n in
Eq. (6), the term in parentheses in Eq. (15) is
reduced to be approximately equal to half of the
difference between the maximum and minimum
surface temperatures Tsmax and
sheath:

ft h -4-—i - ' s ' m a x s,min _ QJ_s
1 b ~ 2 ~ 2

of the

(16)

where Bx and C, are determined by applying the
boundary conditions in section 2.2.2.

If Eqs. (4) and (6) are combined with the
boundary conditions in section 2.2.2 with m=l,
half of the difference between the maximum and
minimum surface sheath temperatures is obtained
as

5 , 6 + ^ = {atf,[Ml -y2)PZ-yw]-2bwD}/k2

(17)

This equation gives the deflection <5SE of the
empty tube accoridng to Eq. (15):

&bK,
ifcO - y2)^?;- yw]-2bwD

where

ah[s

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

in which w is the average heat flux of the element
and D is a factor determined by the flux depres-
sion through the fuel bundle.

w =

D =
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2.2.3.2. Bending due to interaction between pellet
stack and sheath. The fuel pellet stack is a column
of ceramic fuel pellets within the sheath. Each of
the pellets cracks into many smaller pieces during
irradiation. The fuel stack is therefore incapable
of sustaining an applied bending moment. If,
however, the sheath is collapsed into the pellets or
the fuel grips the sheath, it can induce a bending
moment in the sheath because the thermal expan-
sion of the sheath at the interface is smaller than
that of the pellet. If it is assumed that the strength
of the sheath is insufficient to resist the thermal
expansion of the fuel, the component of strain due
to the elastic stress in the sheath can be ignored.
On the basis of this assumption, at the point
{a, 9) the difference in the longitudinal thermal
strain between the fuel and sheath is given by

&S(a, 9) = ocT(a, 9)-asTs(a, 9)

and

T(a, 9)-Ts(a, 9) =-±(^

(23)

(24)

which is provided by Eq. (9). If there is no slip
between fuel stack and sheath, the sheath will be
strained in the axial direction by an amount equal
to the differential thermal strain. If there is some
slip between them, the mechanical strain will be
less than the differential thermal strain. Therefore,
a relationship between the differential thermal
strain and the induced mechanical strain can be
expressed by

Ae(a, 9) = G AS(a, 0) (25)

where G is a factor between 0 and 1. Veeder and
Schankula (1974) indicated that G is about 0.5
according to the calculations for a free-standing
sheath having a diametral clearance of 0.08 mm
with CANDU fuel modelling code ELESTRES
(Tayal, 1987) and so the collapsibility of the
sheath implies a value of G greater than 0.5.
Substitution of Eqs. (23) and (24) into Eq. (25)
gives

Also, on combining Eqs. (4) and (6) with the
boundary conditions at r = a and m — 1, the strain
relationship of Eq. (26) is given by

e(a, 9)KG< K3Ta(\ + 0 cos 8)-Z+

~Ayw - 24,(1 - y2)bwD

where

K3 = a. - as

Z = ^ (KO)

(27)

(28)

(29)

On combining Eq. (27) with Eq. (13), the in-
duced bending moment in the sheath is given by

f
Jo

Ae(a, 9) cos 9 A9 (30)

The terms in the integration of Eq. (30) which
are independent of 9 vanish when integrated be-
tween the limits, as do all terms in cos 6 except
for m— 1. The deflection SSI due to the bending
moment at the mid-span is given by assuming the
hinged end condition:

tern*3—z—J
K2

l2as [2Gb f ^ ^ ( 1 - y 2 ) "I

|

(31)

(32)

(26)
in which the moment of inertia Is = na3t is used
for the thin-walled tubing.
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2.2.3.3. Bending due to the combined effects of the
pellet-sheath non-mechanical and mechanical
interactions. In section 2.2.3.2, the element bowing
at the point (a, 6) is due to the difference in
longitudinal thermal strain between the fuel
and sheath for the interaction between pellet stack
and sheath. This element bowing does not include
the effect of the bending moment due to tempera-
ture variation within the sheath as treated in
section 2.2.3.1. So, the element bowing due to
the combined effects of the empty tube bend-
ing- and pellet-sheath mechanical interaction
will be formulated by adding Eq. (18) to Eq.
(31):

_ PoL^aKy [h~J\ - y2)0Tc - yw]
s c * SbK7

(33)

which is incorporated into the BOW code (Tayal,
1989) for the present bowing analyses.

A parametric study was done to investigate the
influence of the variables in Eq. (33) on the ele-
ment bowing and indicated the following.

(1) The element with asymmetric heat distribu-
tion (D T̂  0) will bow out towards the wall of the
pressure tube, while that with symmetric heat
distribution (D = 0) will bow out towards the
centre of the bundle in the non-uniform distribu-
tions) of the coolant temperatures and/or the film
heat transfer coefficients at the periphery of the
elements.

With the increase in only the value of q', the
bowing of the element with asymmetric heat dis-
tribution will be stiffly and linearly increased;
however, that with symmetric heat distribution
will be slowly and linearly decreased. With the
increase in only the value of D, the bowing of the
element with asymmetric heat distribution will be
very stiffly and linearly increased. If an element
such as the central element of the fuel bundle has
no neutron flux deperssion as well as no variation
in the coolant temperature and film heat transfer
coefficient, there is no element bowing.

(2) The bending will be increased almost in
proportion to the pellet-sheath interaction factor
G as well as to the square of the element length /
and almost in inverse proportion to the inner
ra'dius a of sheath. It is noted that G is an
empirical factor and so it is necessary to find the
appropriate value by experiments or computer
simulation with existing irradiation data over a
long period. With the increase in only the sheath
thickness /, the bowing of the element with asym-
metric heat distribution will be slowly and linearly
increased; however, that with symmetric heat dis-
tribution will be slowly and linearly decreased.

(3) The deflection of the element with asymmet-
ric or symmetric heat distribution will be stiffly
and linearly decreased with the increase in only
the value of /?. However, it will be slowly and
linearly increased with the increase in only the
value of y.

(4) With the increase in only the value of h(s,
the bowing of the element with asymmetric heat
distribution will be exponentially decreased; how-
ever, that with symmetric heat distribution will be
exponentially raised. The bowing of the elements
with asymmetric or symmetric heat distribution
will slowly and linearly decrease with the increase
in only the value of as; however it will be stiffly
and linearly increased with the increase in only
the value of a. With the increase in only the value
of As, the deflection of the element with asymmet-
ric heat distribution will be slowly and exponen-
tially decreased; however, that with symmetric
heat distribution will be slowly and exponentially
increased. The bowing of the elements with asym-
metric or symmetric heat distribution will be
slowly and linearly decreased with the increase in
only the value of X.

2.3. Input parameter generation

The numerical values of the parameters charac-
terizing the reactor physics, thermal hydraulics,
and element and material performance parameters
in the BOW code including Eq. (33) are generated
by simulating the CANDU-6 full power operation
with the standard 37-element and CANFLEX
43-element natural uranium dioxide fuel bundles
as follows.
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900

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
BUNDLE POSITION NO.

Symbol

—m—

Channel
PowerfltW

6699.4
5882.3
6464.4

FPD

100
270
390

Symbol Channel
Power(kW)

6806.3
6549.7
6071.6

FPD

140
280
480

Fig. 3. Time-averaged power distribution of N-6 channel,
predicted at 100, 140, 270, 280, 390 and 480 FPDs of
CANDU-6 reactor.

(1) The bundle and element dimensions are
taken from the nominal design values.

(2) The channel and fuel bundle power histories
for the given bundle and element geometries are
obtained from the RFSP (Jenkins, 1993) refuelling
simulation of the full power reactor operation
from an equilibrium core condition to 600 full
power days (FPDs). This simulation is based on
the reference eight-bundle refuelling in the
CANDU-6 reactor. The starting point in the sim-
ulation was the instantaneous core derived from a
time-averaged model. For given CANDU fuel
element and bundle geometries, the element bow-
ing is strongly dependent on the operating power
history and coolant conditions as mentioned
above. Therefore, the representative bundles for
the present element bow assessment are selected
from those loaded in the highest power channel,
N-6 in the CANDU-6 reactor. Figs 3 and 4 show
the channel power and bundle power histories
respectively. According to this simulation, one
batch of eight fuel bundles designated B-l-B-8 is
refuelled and placed in, say, positions P-l-P-8
from the upstream of the N-6 channel at 100
FPDs as shown in the example of Fig. 5. The four
fuel bundles designated B-l-B-4 in the channel
upstream are mo#ved to the channel downstream
positions P-9-P-12 by refuelling at 280 FFDs and

then are discharged at 490 FPDs. The remaining
four fuel bundles designated B-5-B-8 in the chan-
nel middle positions P-5-P-8 are discharged by
refuelling at 280 FFDs. Among these two sets of

~ four bundles, the two bundles designated B-4 and
B-6 are selected as the representative bundles for
the present calculations, because (i) the outer and
intermediate rings of the end plate of the last
downstream bundle B-4 at the P-12 position are
in contact with both the shield plug and the ram
adaptor during the in-reactor service and the refu-
elling between 280 FPDs and 490 FPDs and (ii)
the B-6 bundle is irradiated with the highest bun-
dle power in the fuel string. On the basis of power
histories of the 37- and 43-element bundles of Fig.
4, the element powers q', ring power ratio and
neutron flux depression factors D, which are asso-
ciated with Eq. (33), were calculated with WIMS-

AECL (Donnelly, 1986). Fig. 5 and 6 show
examples of the element powers and neutron flux
depression factors respectively.

(3) As detailed in Appendix A, with NUCIRC

code (Chexal, 1977) for a single-channel analysis,
the channel flow and heat flux of the given bundle
and element geometries are calculated for the
given channel power, head-to-head pressure drop
and pressure loss coefficients of bundles. The sub-
channel flow characteristics are analysed with co-
BRA-IHC code (Rowe, 1973), the results of the

100
50 100 150 200

BUNDLE BURNUP (MWh/kgU)
250

— Bundle B-2 —-O—- Bundle B-3

- - Bundle B-5 —•• - . - . Bundle B-<

' - - Bundle B-8

Fig. 4. Power histories of the bundles refuelled in N-6 channel
on 100 FPDs of CANDU-6 reactor.
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BUNDLE POSITION NO. P-l P-2 P3

100 FPD

Buraup (MWh/kgU)

Power Rating (kW/m)

140 FPD

Burnup (MWh/kgU)

Power Rating (IcW/m)

270 FPD

Bumup (MWh/kgU)

Power Rating (kW/m)

280 FPD

Bumup (MWh/kgU)

Power Rating (kW/m)

390 FPD

Bumup (MWh/kgU)

Power Rating (kW/m)

480 FPD

Bumup (MWh/kgU)
Power Rating (kW/tn)

Flow direction
P-4 P-5 P-6 P-7 P-S P-9 P-10 P-ll P-12

B-l

1.05
8.64

B-l

11.30
8.38

B-l

44.97
8.32

B-13

2.50
8.43

B-13

30.24
8.60

B-13

B-2

2.49
20.71

B-2

27.12
20.75

B-2

108.63
19.18

B-14

5.92
20.06

B-14

73.45

20.71

B-14

B-3

3.52

29.61

B-3

39.02

30.11

B-3

154.49

26.19

B-1S

8.38

28.57

B-15

105.92

29.23

B-15

B-4

4.19
35.42

B-4

46.88

36.22

B-4

183.62

30.47

fl-16

9.95
34.14

B-16

124.52
34.53

B-16

B-5

4.50

38.24

fl-5

50.79

39.28

B-5

197.46

35.21

B-17

10.71

36.91

B-17

133.42

36.80

8-17

B-6

^4.81
40.81

B-6

54.37
42.09

B-6

210.16
34.29

B-13

11.46
39.49

B-l 8

140.89
38.95

B-18

B-7

4.80

40.69

8-7

54.26

42.06

B-7

209.82

34.23

B-19

11.46
39.72

8-19

141.83

38.83

B-19

BS j B-9

4.49 54.89

33.05 35.48

B-i | B-9

50.71 64.76

39.31 35.53

B-8 i B-9 .

196.93 228.23

35.54 29.62

B-20 | B-l

10.72 55.06
36.99 35.16

B-20 | B-l

132.97 166.53
36.52 32.70

B-20 | B-l

B-10 B-U B-12

25.30 175.25 205.88
28.21 18.67 7.46

B-10 B-H B-12

159.19 197.76 214.93
27.85 18.68 7.58

B-10 B-l 1 B-12

263.21 268.73 244.09
25.05 17.63 7.31

B-2 B-3 B-4

116.99 160.17 185.93
28.39 19.05 7.68

B-2 B-3 B-4

206.11 220.55 210.78
26.13 17.85 7.43

B-2 B-3 B-4

53.24
8.70

127.49 179.82

19.86 27.00

212.52 227.67 241.98 241.70 227.42 252.00 276.24 269.27 231.0

31.29 33.30 35.57 35.47 33.13 30.82 25.87 18.08 7.5

Fig. 5. The outer-element burn-ups and powers of CANFLEX 43-element bundles in N-6 channel, predicted at 100, 140, 270, 280,
390 and 480 FPDs of CANDU-6 reactor.

single-channel analysis being provided as the
boundary conditions. As shown in. the example of
Fig. 7 for the 43-element bundle, the subchannel
characteristics of the 37- and 43-element bundles
were analysed by taking 1/12 and 1/14 symmetric
parts respectively of the bundle geometries. The

subchannel characteristics are coolant tempera-
ture and film heat transfer coefficients and their
variation factors /? and y, which are associated
with Eq. (33). For example, Figs 8 and 9 show the
trends in the variation factors /? and y respectively
in the fuel channel at typical FPD values.

100 200 300
ELEMENT BURNUP (MWllAfU)

— C — \ma element e tntttmcdaledonail—O~ O a r d a m n

Fig. 6. Neutron flux depression factors vs. burn-ups of the
inner, intermediate and<outer elements in the 43-element bun-
dle.

Note: Ei and Si are the identification numbers of
the elements and subchannels, respectively.
The shape of the 1/12 symmetric part of the
37-element bundle geometry is identical with
this figure, but the element and subchannel
dimensions are different from those in this
figure.

Fig. 7. The 1/14 symmetric part of the 43-element bundle
geometry for the subchannel analysis.
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Fig. 8. Dimensionless temperature distribution around fuel elements.

(4) As for the parameters associated with Eq.
(33), thermal expansion coefficients and conduc-
tivities of fuel and sheath, heat transfer co-
efficient between fuel and sheath and mechanical
interaction factor G were estimated with
ELESTRES (Tayal, 1987) for CANDU fuel per-
formance analysis and with MATPRO'S formulae
(MacDonald, 1976), the element dimensions,
power histories and coolant characteristics being
provided. The thermal expansion coefficients of
fuel and sheath are calculated by using the MAT-
PRO formulae and by providing the material av-
erage temperatures calculated with ELESTRES.

Since an experimental value of the mechanical
interaction factor G has not been available until
now, the factor was estimated from the relation-
ship G = l-GoperaljOn/Grrcsheleinent, where Goperation

is the diametral gap in the in-reaction operation
and so calculated by ELESTRES code and
Gf«sh element is the diametral gap measured or cal-
culated in the fresh element condition.

(5) To comprehend the element bows at-
tributed to actions of the bending moments due
to hydraulic drag and mechanical loads during

the in-reactor service and the refuelling process,
it is considered that both the shield plug and
the B ram adaptor are designed to contact the
outer and intermediate rings of the end plate of
the last downstream bundle in the string, i.e. the
outer and intermediate elements carry the loads.
In the present bow calcualtions, the maximum
loads during the in-reactor service, either normal
refuelling or abnormal refuelling conditions of
C ram pressure control failure were treated by
taking the values from the technical data in
the CANDU-6 fuel design manual (Oldaker,
1989)7*and then the maximum force Fc reacted
by each of the elements was estimated, i.e. Fm —
Lm jn for the elements of the downstream bundle
and Fm = (Lm/n)Bp/Bt for the elements of any
bundles except the downstream bundle in the
string, where Lm is the maximum load reacted
by the downstream bundle, n the number of
outer and intermediate elements of the bundle,
Bt the total number of the bundles in the string
and Bp the number of bundles from the first
upstream bundle to the bundle considered in the
present calculation.
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Fig. 9. Dimensionless heat transfer coefficient distribution around fuel elements.

3. Analysis of CANDU fuel element bowing

The two bundles B-4 and B-6 in the CANDU-6
highest power channel N-6 were selected as the
representative bundles for the present bowing
analyses. The B-4 bundle, which is either the 37-
or the 43-element bundle, has been operated
with a high power of around 700 kW at the P-4
position of the fuel string in the operating pe-
riod from 100 to 280 FPDs in comparison with
a low power of around 150 kW at the P-12
position of the fuel string in the operating pe-
riod- from 280 FFDs to the discharge at 490
FPDs. The outer and intermediate rings of the
end plate of the B-4 bundle at the P-12 position
have been contacted with both the shield plug
and the ram adaptor during the in-reactor ser-
vice from 280 to 490 FPDs and the refuelling at
490 FPDs. The B-6 bundle, which is either the
37- or the 43 bundle in the P-6 position, has
been operated with a continuous highest power
of around 800 kW in the fuel string in the oper-
ating period from 1J30 FPDs to the discharge at
280 FPs.

3.1. Thermally induced element bowing

Figs. 10 and 11 show the thermally induced
bows of the elements of the 37- and 43-element
bundles, which are estimated by Eq. (33) with the
input described earlier. Eq. (33) does not take into
account the effects of the bundle end plate ribs
and element appendages and only accounts for
the effect of temperature gradients in the fuel,
sheath and coolant. It is noted that the negative
or positive bowing value in the vertical axis of
Figs. lO^and 11 as well as of Figs. 12 and 13 refers
to the element deflection at the mid-span in the
direction of the pressure tube wall side or the
bundle centre.

The thermally induced bowing of the intermedi-
ate element (E3) and outer elements (E4 and E5)
of the B-4 37- or 43-element bundle in the high
power operation until 280 FPDs was in direction
of the pressure tube wall as shown in Fig. 10,
while the bowing of those in the low bundle
power operation after the refuelling at 280 FPDs
was switched to the direction of the bundle centre.
The bowing of the inner element (E2) of the B-4
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Fig. 10. The thermally induced element bows of the 37- and 43-element bundles 4 in N-6 channel, predicted at 100, 140, 270, 280,
390 and 480 FPDs of CANDU-6 reactor.

37-element bundle was in the direction of the
bundle centre through the high power operation
from 100 to 280 FPDs, in the direction of the
pressure tube wall through the low power opera-
tion from 280 to around 360 FPDs and then in
the direction of the bundle centre after the opera-
tion at around 360 FPDs. However, the bowing
of inner element (E2) of the B-4 43-element bun-
dle was always in the direction of the bundle
centre through all the high and low bundle power
operations, even if a transient bowing appeared in
the power change during the refuelling at 280
FPDs. The bowing of outer elements of the B-4
37-element bundle is larger than that of other
elements and is at a maximum at around 280
FPDs just before the refuelling owing to the
higher power of the outer elements. However, in
ihe B-4 43-element bundle, the inner element bow-
ing maximum exhibited at around 140 FPDs at a
rather early burn-up stage is larger than bowing
of other elements for the high bundle power oper-
ation until 280 FPDs and the outer element bow-
ing is larger than the bowing of other elements for
the low bundle power operation after 280 FPDs
owing to the higher power of the inner elements in
the early burn-up stage than the power of the
outer elements. The maximum thermally induced
element bowing of the 37-element bundle was 0.15
mm, which was-about 30% larger than that of the
43-element bundle.

In the operation at continuous high power from
the loading at 100 FPDs to the discharge at 290
FPDs, the thermally induced bowing of the inter-
mediate (E3) and outer (E4 and E5) elements of
the 37-element bundle was in the direction of the
pressure tube wall as shown in Fig. 11 (a). This
figure shows that the intermediate element bowing
gradually and slightly decreases with the increase
in the burn-up. The outer element bowing gradu-
ally increases with the increase in the burn-up and
has a maximum which is larger than the maxi-
mum bows of other elements at around 280 FPDs
just before the refuelling. The bowing of the inner
element (E2) is almost constant in the direction of
the bundle centre during the in-reactor service.
Also, in the continuous high power operation, the
thermally induced bowing of all the elements of
the B-6 43-element bundle was in the direction of
the pressure tube wall as shown in Fig. 1 l(b). This
figure shows that all the element bows gradually
decrease with the increase in the burn-up. The
inner element bowing has a maximum which is
larger than the maximum bowing of other ele-
ments at around 140 FPDs at a rather early
burn-up stage. The maximum thermally induced
element bow of the 37-element bundle in the
continuous high power operation is 0.22 mm
which is about twice as large as that of the
43-element bundle. So, it can be realized that the
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Fig. 11. The thermally induced element bows of the 37- and 43-element bundles 6 in N-6 channel, predicted at 100, 140 and 270
FPDs of CANDU-6 reactor.

outer element bowing of the 37-element bundle is
going to be more unstable since it increases with
the increase in the burn-up, while all the element
bows of the 43-element bundle are going to be
more stable since they gradually disappear when
the burn-up is increased.

3.2. Element bowing affected by the restraints
during in-reactor service and refuelling

Figs. 12 and 13 for the outer element bows of
the 37- and 43-element bundles were obtained
with account taken of the hydraulic drag forces
and the effects restrained by the appendages, end
plates and neighbouring elements of the bundle
during the in-reactor service and refuelling. These
bows are estimated by the BOW code with the
present formula for the calculation of thermally
induced element bowing. The BOW code used in
the present calculation is modelled only for the
outer element bowing analysis by taking into ac-
count the effects of end plate ribs, neighbouring
rings etc.

Figs. 12 and 13 show the outer element bows of
the 37- or 43-element bundle during the in-reactor
service, normal refuelling or abnormal refuelling
with the assumption of a C ram pressure control
failure. All the bows of the element of the B-4 or
B-6 bundle in operation with the stepwise or

continuous power appear to have almost the same
magnitudes and trends as each other, even though
the element bowing during the abnormal refu-
elling appeared as expected to be higher than that
during the in-reactor service or normal refuelling.
The B-4 bundle, which is either the 37- or the
43-element bundle, is in operation with the step-
wise high and low powers. The B-6 bundle, which
is also either the 37- or the 43-element bundle, is
in operation with the continuous high powers.

Figs. 12 and 13 also indicate that the maximum
bowing during the abnormal refuelling is less than
about 0.09 mm for the outer element of the B-4
37-element bundle, about 0.07 mm for the outer
element of the B-4 43-element bundle, about 0.16
mm for the outer element of the B-6 37-element
bundle gnd about 0.08 mm for the outer element
of the B-6 43-element bundle. It is remarkable
that the outer element bowing of the B-6 37-ele-
ment bundle is about twice as high as the others.
On comparing Figs. 13(a) and 13(b), it can be
realized that the outer element bowing of the B-6
37-element bundle is going to be more unstable
since it increases with the increase in the burn-up,
while that of the B-6 43-element bundle is going
to be more stable since it gradually disappears
when the burn-up is increased.

During the in-reactor service, normal refuelling
or abnormal refuelling, the B-4 and B-6 element
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Fig. 12. Bows of outer elements E5 of the B-4 37- and 43-element bundles during the in-reactor service and refuelling.

bowing behaviours of Figs. 12 and 13 are quite
similar to the thermally induced element bowing
behaviours of Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 respectively. In
the comparison of Fig. 12 with Fig. 10, the B-4
outer element bows, restrained by the bundle
structure and with account taken of the hydraulic
forces during the in-reactor service, are around
60% of the thermally induced element bowing for
the high bundle power operation up to 280 FPDs,
and around 20% of that for the low bundle power
operation after 280 FPDs. In the comparison of
Fig. 13 with Fig. 11, the bowing of the outer
element of the B-6 37-element bundle, which is
restrained by the bundle structure and has ac-
count taken of the hydraulic forces during the
in-reactor service, is also around 60% of the ther-
mally induced element bowing. However, that of
the B-6 43-element bundle is almost at the same
level as the thermally induced bowing, because the
effect of the hydraulic drag force on the CAN-
FLEX outer elements is less than that on the
outer elements of 37-element bundle. It is noted
that the pressure drop along the 12-bundle string
of the 43-element bundles in the channel is almost
the same as that of 37-element bundles, and there-
fore the hydraulic drag force affects the 35 outer
and intermediate elements in the 43-element bun-
dle, while it affepts the 30 outer and intermediate
elements in the 37-element bundle.

4. Summary and conclusions

To comprehend the element bowing of the stan-
dard 37-element and CANFLEX 43-element bun-
dles due to the gradient of temperature and due to
hydraulic drag load in the CANDU-6 reactor, the
generalized thermally induced bow formula is de-
veloped and is incorporated with the BOW code
for the present bowing analyses. The input values
of the physics, thermal hydraulics, and element
and material performance parameters were gener-
ated by the simulation of CANDU-6 full power
operation with natural UO2 fuel, using various
codes such as RFSP and WIMS-AECL, NUCIRC and

COBRA, and ELESTRES.
Xo evaluate the CANDU element bowing con-

servatively and representatively, the elements of
the two bundles in the highest power channel N-6
of the CANDU-6 reactor were selected for the
present bowing analyses. One bundle B-4, which
is either the 37- or the 43-element bundle, has
been operated with a high power of around 700
kW at the channel upstream position P-4 in oper-
ation from 100 to 280 FPDs and operatd with a
reduced power of around 150 kW at the channel
downstream position P-12 in operation from the
refuelliing at 280 FPDs to the discharge at 490
FPDs. The B-4 bundle in the P-12 position was
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Fig. 13. Bows of outer elements E5 of the B-6 37- and 43-element bundles during the in-reactor service and refuelling.

contacted with both the shield plug and the ram
adaptor during the in-reactor service and the refu-
elling. The other bundle B-6, which is either the
37- or the 43-element bundle, has been operated
with the continuous highest power of around 800
kW at the B-6 position in the fuel string in the
operation of the loading from 100 FPDs to the
discharge at 280 FPs. According to the calculated
results of the thermally induced element bowing
and the total bowing influenced by the bundle
structure and the hydraulic forces during the in-
reactor service, normal refuelling or abnormal
refuelling, the following conclusions are drawn.
(1) The element bowing of the B-4 bundle oper-

ated with the stepwise power is smaller than
that of the B-6 bundle operated with continu-
ous high power.

(2) During the in-reactor service and refuelling,
the maximum element bowing of the 37-ele-
ment bundle is larger than that of the 43-ele-
ment bundle, where that of both of the
bundles is in the direction of the pressure rube
wall side.

(3) The CANFLEX 43-element bundle exhibits a
stable trend of gradual decrease in element
bowing as burn-up increases, while the
CANDU-6 standard 37-element bundle dis-
plays the undesirable and opposite trend with

respect to the element bowing behaviour of
the CANFLEX fuel bundle.

(4) If the integrity of fuel element and bundle as a
function of operation conditions such as bun-
dle and channel powers is considered, the
element bowing behaviour of the CANFLEX
43-element bundle could be safer than that of
the 37-element bundle during the in-reactor
service or refuelling. This is one advantage of
the CANFLEX 43-element bundle in com-
parison with the standard 37-element bundle.

Appendix A: Method of thermal-hydraulic data
generation for the bow predictions

The CANDU-6 core consists of 380 fuel chan-
nels. Each of the fuel channels has a 12-bundle
string during in-reactor service, where the bundles
are assumed to be the standard or CANFLEX
bundles for the evaluations of element bowing.
The thermal-hydraulic data for the element bow
predictions are generated as follows. (1) The sin-
gle-channel thermal-hydraulic analysis on the
highest power channel, N-6 of CANDU-6 reactor
in operation, was performed with NUCIRC
(Chexal, 1977) to find the boundary conditions at
the fuel channel inlet and outlet headers. The
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single channel is the single system consisting of
the fuel channel, the 12 fuel bundles and the
coolant during in-reactor service. The inlet header
to outlet header system of the CANDU core
consists of the inlet and outlet feeders, end fittings
and headers and a fuel channel. The NUCIRC code
is able to simulate the thermal-hydraulic be-
haviour of the CANDU core and can determine
the mass flow rate and pressure in the fuel channel
under the fixed header-to-header pressure drop
condition. (2) The subchannel flow conditions of
the bundles in the fuel channel were predicted
with COBRA-IIIC (Rowe, 1973), the results of the
single-channel analysis being provided as input.
The subchannel coolant temperatures and the film
heat transfer coefficient between the sheath and
coolant are calculated on the basis of the ring
power ratios of the bundles in the N-6 fuel string.

For the NUCIRC calculations, the input data
such as the geometric dimensions and pressure
loss coefficients of each component of the header-
to-header system, channel total power, axial
power shape and form loss coefficient on the
bundle are arranged as follows, (i) The geometric
dimensions of the channel inlet and outlet feeders
are taken from the CANDU-6 nominal values, (ii)
The pressure loss coefficients were found by using
the following pressure drop model on the axial

pressure drop distribution in a CANDU fuel
channel:

APtoM = APfrictjon

'"where

±-2

form 2

= 1.14-2 log,,

x[ 1+9.35
De/e

Re/1 / 2

(A.I)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

•̂ form n a s a constant value for a specific fuel
bundle, and Eq. (A.4) is Colebrook's correlation
for the friction factor (Colebrook, 1933). The
friction factor for both the standard and CAN-
FLEX bundles was calculated by using Eq. (A.4),
since both of the bundles have a similar geometric
configuration. However, the factor Kform for the
standard bundle is slightly lower than that for
CANFLEX bundle which has more obstacles
than the standard bundle. The factors Kform for
both of the bundles were derived from the fuel
string pressure drop measurements with the
KAERI hot test loop. Using Eq. (A.I) for the

Table A.I
Ring power ratios of standard and CANFLEX bundles at 100 full power days

Bundle

number

-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
g
9

10
11
12

Standard

Centre
element

0.8096
0.8100
0.8102
0.8104
0.8104
0.8103
0.8103
0.8104
0.8103
0.8235
0.8332
0.8377 '

bundle with

Inner
ring

0.8217
0.8220
0.8222
0.8224
0.8224
0.8223
0.8223
0.8224
0.8216
0.8334
0.8421
0.8460

37 elements

Intermediate
ring

0.9096
0.9097
0.9098
0.9099
0.9099
0.9098
0.9098
0.9099
0.9068
0.9114
0.9143
0.9153

Outer
ring

1.1302
1.1301
1.1299
1.1298
1.1298
1.1299
1.1299
1.1298
1.1321
1.1244
1.1190
1.1168

CANFLEX

Centre
element

1.0380
1.0364
1.0353
1.0352
1.0351
1.0350
1.0350
1.0351
1.0339
1.0520
1.0655
1.0726

bundle with

Inner
ring

1.0852
1.0839
1.0831
1.0830
1.0829
1.0827
1.0827
1.0829
1.0811
1.0958
1.1064
1.1114

43 elements

Intermdediate Outer
ring i

0.8750
0.8749
0.8744
0.8743
0.8743
0.8743
0.8743
0.8743
0.8706
0.8724
0.8735
0.8740

ing

.0529

.0537

.0541

.0543

.0543

.0544

.0544

.0543

.0574

.0505

.0455

.0432
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Table A.2
The mass and heat fluxes in the N-6 channel at 100-480 full power days

FPDs

100
140
270
280
480

N-6 channel with

Mass flux
(mlbh- 1 ft"3)

5.6128
5.3780
5.8926
5.7066
5.8901

the standard bundles

Heat flux
(BTU h- 1 ft"2)

0.2352
0.2388
0.2063
0.2298
0.2130

N-6 channel with

Mass flux
(mlb h " ' ft"3)

5.3151
5.2442
5.5805
5.4026
5.5780

the CANFLEX bundles

Heat flux
(BTU h" ' ft-2)

0.2230
0.2263
0.1956
0.2178
0.2019

pressure boundary condition between inlet and
outlet headers, the NUCIRC code iterates and then
determines the flow and enthalpy conditions at
each axial location along the fuel channel to fit
the given header-to-header pressure drop.

As mentioned in the main text, for given FPDs,
the channel power shape and the power histories
of the bundle in the fuel channel are given by the
RFSP (Jenkins, 1993) simulation of CANDU-6 full
power reactor operation. For a given fuel bundle
burn-up and power, the ring power ratios of the
fuel bundles in the fuel channel are given by the
WIMS-AECL (Donnelly, 1986) calculation. Table
A. 1 shows an example of the ring power ratios of

the standard and CANFLEX bundles at 100
FPDs.

With all the input data mentioned above pro-
vided, the NUCIRC code predicted the bulk fluid
properties such as the mass flux and heat flux in
the fuel channel as shown in Table A.2, the data
of which are required for the COBRA II IC calcula-
tions of subchannel coolant temperatures and
sheath-to-coolant film heat transfer coefficients.

In the COBRAIIIC calculations, (i) the geromet-
ric symmetries of coolant-centred subchannels are
used for the standard and CANFLEX bundles as
shown in the example of Fig. 7 and (ii) the code is
slightly modified so as to take account of all the

-0.001

-0.002

Axitf Uniform Ring Power Model:
Axial Non-Uniform Ring Power Model:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12
, Bundle position, number

Fig. A.I. Comparison of dimensionless temperature distributions between uniform and non-uniform ring power ratio model.
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individual bundle ring power ratios as a non-uni-
form ring power ratio along the 12 fuel bundle
string, since the axial uniform ring power ratio as
an averaged ring power ratio along the bundle
string was originally modelled in the code. Fig.
A.I shows the dimensionless coolant temperature
profiles based on the uniform and non-uniform
ring power ratios. Then, the modified COBRAIIIC
code calculates the coolant temperatures rsub>i

which were averaged by the area of the subchan-
nel i and also the code calculated the subcooled or
boiling film heat transfer coefficients hr t or Aboiiing.i
between the sheath and coolant of the subchannel
/ with the built-in formulae

Af., = 0.023 Re08 Pr04 K/De (A.5)

(A.6)

Then, the averaged coolant temperature Tc and its
/variation factor /? and the film heat transfer co-

eficient Â . and its variation factor y between
subcahnnels i and j along the /?,- direction shown
in Fig. 2 are estimated by using the subchannel
coolant temperatures rsub ,• and film heat transfer
coefficients Af,- or Aboi]ing „ where /? denoted by
"Beta" in Figs. 8 and A.I is defined by /? =
(Tsub,,-- ^ub.y)/(^ub,, + TsubJ) and y denoted by
"Gamma" in Fig. 9 is defined by y = (A, — A,)/
(ht + hj), where A, is Ar, or A^ing,, and hj is h(J or
"boiling.y-

Appendix B: Nomenclature

a, b, t inner and outer radii, and thickness of
sheath (b = a + t)

D neutron flux gradient factor, defined
in text

Dc hydraulic diameter (m)
E, Es Young's moduli of fuel and sheath
/ friction factor
G the mechanical interaction factor be-

tween 0 and 1
Hh heat transfer coefficient between fuel

and sheath

h^, hx local and average film heat transfer
coefficients between sheath and cool-
ant

/ s moment of inertia for sheath
K ~ thermal conductivity of coolant
f̂orm form loss coefficient

Kt-K4 quantities defined in text
/ unrestrained length of fuel element
L channel length (m)
AAoiai total pressure drop in the channel
Auction frictional pressure drop in the channel
Â Vorm pressure drop due to the bundle ap-

pendages and junction
Pr Prandtl's number
q' power per unit fuel length
r, 6 cylindrical coordinates of point P with

respect to axis of element (see Fig. 2)
Re Reynold's number
Rh R distances of element axis and point P

from bundle axis (see Fig. 2)
Tc average coolant temperature
T(r, 0) temperature at point P
v coolant velocity (m s"1)
w average heat flux of the element
X thermal equilibrium quality
a, as thermal expansion coefficients of fuel

and sheath
/?, y quantities defined in text relating to

variation in coolant temperatures and
film heat transfer coefficient

5 magnitude of bow
g wall roughness (m)
K inverse diffusion length for thermal

neutrons in homogenized bundle (fuel,
sheath and coolant)

X, xs '-.-.thermal conductivity of fuel and
sheath

p = pf, pg coolant densities in liquid and vapour
phases (kg m~3)
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A AECL EACL
CANDU TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
Fuel and Fuel Cycle Division
Fuel Development Branch

2000 October 18
FD-00-025

Dr. J. H. Park
Korean Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105, Yu-Sung
Taejon, Korea
305-600

Dear Dr. Park

AECL / KAERI Joint CANFLEX Development Program
Actions 22.8 and 22.9

I have reviewed the bundle bow data for BDL-437 bundle AJK and the following changes will
be incorporated into the report Exp-BDL-43722.

1. A table summarizing the bundle bow range and bundle bow at the mid-element
location (Table 1).

2. Bundle bow profile plot at the mid-element location (Figure 1).

The irradiated bundle bow shape for bundle AJK cannot be compared to power reactor bundle
bow shapes since AJK was irradiated in a vertical pressure channel compare to a CANDU power
reactor horizontal pressure channel. The bundle bow profile for bundles irradiated in NRU are
comparable with their pre-irradiation bow profile as shown in Figure 2 for bundle AKT. In
addition, bundle AJK operated at very high outer-element linear powers (~82 kW/m) not typical
of power reactor fuel. The bundle bow profile of power reactor fuel (CANDU 6 or CANFLEX)
typically takes on the shape of the pressure tube (i.e. the bundle flattens) as shown in Figures 3
and 4. The bow flattening is generally greater for channels that have crept more.

Experience at AECL has shown that the axial bow profile for an element can be uniform (inward
or outward) or have a shape (i.e. s-shaped, wavy, etc.). The pre-irradiation axial bow profile is a
function of fabrication and tolerances in the various components and fixtures. Typical examples
of pre-irradiation bow profiles are shown for bundles AKV (AECL Fabricated) and AKW
(KAERI Fabricated) are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Examples of irradiated power reactor fuel
axial bow profiles are shown for the CANFLEX DI bundle FLX007Z in Figure 7.
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If you have any additional questions regarding the bundle element bow, please call me at
613-584-8811 extension 6339 or send an email to montiniffiaecl,ca.

Sincerely Yours

John Montin

cc: Dr. H.C. Suk (KAERI)
W. Inch
M. Floyd
D. Sears
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Table 1: Bundle AJK Bundle Bow Summary

Element

1

2

3

4

5
6

7

8
9
10

11

12

13

14

15
16
17
18

19

20

21

Bow Range (mm)

0.00 to -0.58

0.00 to 0.23

-0.03 to 0.16
0.00 to -0.48

-0.05 to 0.15

-0.08 to 0.21
0.00 to -0.34

-0.19 to 0.06
-0.10 to 0.23
0.00 to -0.20

0.00 to 0.41

0.00 to 0.58

-0.03 to 0.46
-0.13 to 0.15

0.00 to 0.57
0.00 to -0.48

0.00 to 0.60
0.00 to 0.68
0.00 to -0.25

-0.03 to 0.28

0.00 to 0.53

Bow at Mid-Element
(mm)
-0.53
0.16

0.15
-0.44
0.11

0.14

-0.28

0.00
0.22
-0.15

0.40

0.51
0.34

0.15

0.57
-0.38
0.56
0.62

-0.23

0.28

0.47

Bow Uncertainty 2o = Q .1 mm
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Bundle Bow (mm)

20

19

16

15

14

Element #

Figure 1: Bundle AJK Post-Irradiation Bundle Bow Profile at Mid-Element
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Bundle Element Bow (mm)

\ •
2i 1.00 y

20

19

16

15

14

13

Element #

10

11

' Post-Irradiation AKT Bundle Element Bow at Mid-Element

"Pre-Irradiation AKT Bundle Element Bow

Figure 2: Bundle AKT Pre- and Post-Irradiation Bundle Bow Profile at Mid-Element
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Bundle Bow (mm)

Bundle 6 O'clock Position Relative to the Pressure Tube

- FLX007Z - • - FLXO19Z

Figure 3: CANFLEX DI Bundles Post-Irradiation Bundle Bow Profile at Mid-Element

Bundle Bow (mm)

Bundle 6 O'Clock Position Relative to the Pressure Tube

Figure 4: CANDU-6 Post-Irradiation Bundle Bow Profile at Mid-Element
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Figure 5: Typical Axial Bundle Bow Profile For Bundle AKW
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Figure 6: Typical Axial Bundle Bow Profile for Bundle AKV
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Figure 7: Typical Axial Bundle Bow Profiles for Bundle FLX007Z Irradiated
in PLGS as part of the CAISIFLEX DI Project
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